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The Annual Subscription of 7s, 6d. for all Members who joined  

the Society before the 30th of June 195C, was due on January lst,1951.  

''vhilst most Members 'zither remitte.d it in time,or instructed the hon.  
Treasurer to deduct it•from 'heir deposit accounts, there are quite a  
Vew Members who - at the be rinniug of Maroh! - are still in arrearswi -i .  
leir payments.  

To chose Members an urgo.it appeal is made today to remit the  

modest annual payment without delay. The Committee would otherwise have  

the unpleasant duty -in accordance with Rule 3- to remove their names  
from the Membership Reinter.  

Owing to the serious illness of °nth,ihe hort..Treasurer,Mr.Neville,  

and the hon. Secretarii,Mr. S;Jiro y some matters suffered delays and un.avoi*  
dable neglect during recent•months,md may have caused some disappoint-
ment to Members. But a "rashuiflsi' of the Committee's duties and agenda  
hss been not, carried out, and both the publication of the "NEWS LETTER'  
and the provision of other facilitia•s will be c  -• cried out regularly ard.  
promptly in future. Our fifth year will bring many new activities. ' 

Mr.A.J.Harding has t' .ken over the hon.Treasurership, and Mr. Strat - n  
has relieved Mr.Spiro •from var, oi, _ 	The Committee is determined  
to make 1951 a most successful year. for. "?elvetia' 1 ,and asks all Members  
_to help 	keeping the flag flying. Payments should be ' send to the hon.  
teasurer, Mr: A. J.HA:RDING, 31, Somerset Way,, _ Iver, Bucks. .  

See also important announcement on :gage 6 of this News. .`Letter.  
11 
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x5F/L545 INCP1ASE POSTAL PATES 
REDUNDANT PROVISIONAL -OV_aRPRINTS E)PLCT: 	SOME STAMPS  

Postal rates in Switzerland are to be increased snortly. The :Federal Councillor 'for  

Pont and Railways, Herr Josef Esther, is reported to have submitted to the Government  

proposals, which amount to a 25 per cent rise of the InlandLetter'Rate, and similar.  

increases for postcards, parcels,rxgistered mail, express delivery, telephone and .  

telegraph charges, amounting to between 33 -i and 50 per gent.  
At pie sent the inland letter rate is  20 C. (for local letters within a radius .of ten  

kilometers, 10 C,) up to 250• grammee,and 30 0 up to one kilogramme. Postca rrds'are 
printed matter 5 C for the first 50 grammes„ 

The increase will take place ant soon the. National Council gives its formal approval. 
Several existing values will become redundant, whilst some new values may become nece.  

s nary. We hear from our Seise correspondents that p r o v i s i o n a 1 staMpss,. to be 
 

produged by o v e r p r i n i n g some of the current values, may be expected. 
We hope to report next month whether and what overprints are to be issued, 

 

In the meantime we advise Members to complete the current Landscapes and Historical, 
sets, because the price of those values which may become obsolete or overprinted la 

 

bound to increase quickly. 	 .  
The National Fete 1951 series, due on June 1st., will not be affected by the., 

 

changes. These stamps are being printed at present,and will depict -as last, year 
 

various sports and games.  
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tm SWISS HISTORY 0\ STAMPS 111111111111  
By G. R. H  Y N D 	 (Continued)  

The second vtlue of the 1923 set, 10+5 C.,neoessiteted the use of four colours,green, 
 

red,yellow and bleok, in order to depict the figure of Saint F idolin, the patron 
 

saint of Glarus. Fridolin ce:tae re a monk from Ireland to bwitzerland to preaoh  

Christianity emong the °Gauls, who ^t that time.- in the sixth oentury - inhabited  
most of l+rrnce ,^nd the territory which is now 'S'itzérlrnd. He became Abbot of the 

 

Monastery of St.H .1ery ne' r Saeckingon, vhioh he reeuilt .- .fter it was destroyed by the  
Visigoths. He died at Sreckingen in 540 :.D., nd hie body has been preserved there. 

 

Pope Julius II prool-imed his be :tiitude, although he a : ,- .s regarded by the people of  
Cirrus as a saint since the 14-th century. The cc: .t of arms is surrounded on the  
stamps by a drapery with e flower . v d prim p-ttern, symbolising the printed ;fabrios 
for whioh the Canton of Glarus is'  renown. " .  
The 20+5 C.v^1ue shoes the coat Of arms 'öi' Neuchatel. This crnton is the youngest  

member of the Confederation, to which it .rues` admitted in 1814, but did _  not actually  
join until after the Revolution of 1848. Originally a dependency of the Kingdom of  
Franco, then of the Dukes of Burgundy, it became part of the German }tknpire, and  
rrs later governed by the Dukes of Orleans-Longueville. In 1406 Neuchatel concluded  
a treaty with the Cantons of Berr.e,Luoerne,Fri.bourg and Solothurn (Soleure), which 

 

m.:y be le girded as its first,if loose link with` the Swiss confederates.  For centu-
ries the colours of the duchy were gold,red and silver, but when its sovereignty  
passed in 1707 to the King of Prussia, they were replaced by black-white-gold, the  

two first colours being that of Prussia. During the reign of Napoleon, Neuchatel  
vas under French rule, received some sort of independence from the Congress of Vienna  
in 1814, and formally joined the Confederctton but the Prussians remainded the  
factual rulers until the revolutionary upheaval of 1848, when, on March 2, the Great 
Council of -tie canton declared its independence and adherence to the Helvetian  
Confederation. To the old colours of red and silver, the colour of the Revolution  • 
green « eras added, but since 1870 the maall Helvetian Cross was incorporated in order  
to distinguish the colours from the Italian tricolouro. Today Neuohatel is the main  

centre of the world famous 5riss w^ .tehmaking industry, hence the border of six watches  
surrounding the coat of arms on the stamp*  
The 40+10 C. value again depicts the Arts of the Cenfedexatien, and the two martial  

figures on either side of the shield represent the adversaries of the battle of Saint 
Jeorues•-sur-la.Dirse in the 15th oentury -• 2 hay, , . L 44M. of France, and a leader  
of the Confederates troops.  

The ancient village where the 'Rattle took place is depicted on another Swiss stamp,  
the 10o .. National Fete of 1944 (with the, name in Germans S4.Jacob-en-der-Birs) .  
The battle, whioh,took place on August 26,1444, was the climax of a war which resulted  
from a feud between Zurich and Schwyz over the estate of the late Count of Toggenburg  
which eras claimed by both •cantons. Zurich appealed far help to the Ltaperor, whiff!  
Schrrz received assistance from the other Confederates, Emperor Frederick ordered tht=  
DFuphin of Fr -noa, to m rch into Switzerland, and Dauhin Louis arrived at the head of  

an army of neatly .30,000 Armagnac soldiers end knights. This 'great army was met at  
St.Jaoques by the Confederate army of only 1)500 men. In the terrible battle, the  
French and Imperial troops were routed, losing 4,000 dead, whilst the Swiss suffered  
only 300 casu1aties. Zurich was severely punished, had to forgo its alliance with the 
Emperor, pay a substantial sum to the Confederation and withdraw all claims to the  
'Toggémturg benuest.  

The 1924 Pro Juventute series brings the coats of arms of Appenzell-Innerrhoden,  
Solothurn (Soleure), Schaffhausen, and the Confederation shield dedicated to the  
Burgundian wars.  

The lowest value, 545 C. 'depicts the coat: ()farms of the; .  Half-Canton of Appenzell-  
Innerrhoden. Appenzell belonged in the early middle ages to the Counts of Thurgau,and  
was until the 14th century' part of the Canton of. Thurgau. Following religious dish  
putes during the Reformation, it was divided soon after it gained its full indepen-
dençe into two Half-Cantons, Innerrhoden (which means Rhodes Interior) and Aussenw 
rhoden (Rhodes Exterior).Sincé division prevailed from 1597• to this days Innerrhoden  
being Roman Catholic, Aussenrhoden Protestant. 	•  
	  (To be ;continued next month)  

CONTINUED FROM PAGE a rrwrww,rrw u.rrwr rr.w.r  rr.... 
Contrary to the original the two stamps on the Miniature sheet picture the Bale  

Dove on a blue ground surrounded by a carmine o v a 1 border. The dove is much 
larger than on the original stamp. The sheet had a face value of 20 C .e (twice 10 C. )  
and was sold at 3 F. ° It was printed by the P.T.T.printing works in Bern by a  
combination of typography, recess and embossing processes. There were ten blocks 
to a panel, each numbered from No.1 to No.10 on the back. A total of 146,143 sheets  
was sold between April 14th and 30th 1945, Validity until 31st December 1945.  

-  
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Standing eXel2retiçfz -4 ,4e 
A NEW STUDY BY KARL HOFFMANN  I  B A S E-L-I 

Switzerland collectors will readily agree that the Standing Helvetia issues of 
1882 to 1907 belong to the most fascinating stomp series. But probably few collect-
ors are aware that the series has been postally valid for more then 42 years, if one 
takes into account that it was demonetized only on December 31st 1924. lath the 
advent of the"Sitting Helvetia with the Sword" in 1908, the old familiar design dis-
appeared rapidly, but items postmarkod as late as 1915 or even 1918 are by no 'teens 
rare. 

In any oase the Standing Helvetia series was in full circulation for over a quarter 
of a century, and it must be pretty obvious that these) stamps, reprinted again and 
again by several printers and from manydiffere'.zt dies and plates, subjected to zany 
changes of paper, colours, watermarks and perforation, provide a very wide range 
for study and research. 
The purpose of the present series of articles, starting in this issue of the 

"Helvetia Neva Letter" is not so much 	to provide 1tovr ma taal for specialists, as 
to acquaint the beginner and medium ccilcotor city, the main features of this 

interesting series. If one observes the bast rules, wnioh I propose to outline, it 
vnil1 be seen that the series is by AO means as "difficult" or confusing as many seen 
to believe. It seems a pity that many,eollebtors do nit manage to find their way 
through the apparent pile-méle or this intersting issue, Many may be deterred by the 

,/t that it is necessary to use the perforation gauge more frequently than on other 
occasions, and that there is also the handicap of having to distinguish between three 
differexit watermarks (two of 'which are i:ot true vratermarke but embossed control marks 
Maybe that one reason for the confusion is that there is no simple, table of the 

various issues, and I propose,therofore, to start off by giving such a table, 
which readers will find convenient to refer to in the course of reading this articles 

TROL "A" 0CITROL 

109/1 
1 -o2 

"a" 
1 

HITE PAPER 
WMRS 
GENNITE 

Year of issue 
1882 
1891 ? 

1M0 18Ti1 
1692 

19o1 
/o3 

19o1 

/o4  
19o5 
;.06 

1907 1906 1907 19o7 

Perforation 11 9z 
111- 
xl!. 

111 
 xl. 

111 
 x11 

.1 11 - ' 114 x1.1 
111 

 x1 x12 
11 3 

..11 

14 11 13 13 14 14 13 14. 14 14 13 Number of vertical, 
"teeth" 

20 C. ORANGE 66A 65.3 äiC 66J 65L 86: •- 06Q 94-A - 

67 670 670 25 C 

 

IGN  
67:0 - - - 

25 C BLUE,TYPE S .. .. ., 73r 732 87 - - 

25 C. BLUE, TYPE II. - - - - 93A 93B 95A 95B 

30 C. BROWN 

69A 

lin 
6913 

680 

690 

68D 

69D 

68E 

69E 

- 

.. 

88A 

- - 

96A 

- 

96D 

- 40 C, grey,OPEN 4 TYPE 

40 C . CLOSED 4,TYPE II - - - - - 76F 89A . 	89B - 97A 

50 0. BLUE 70A 70B 70C •70D. - - - - - - - 

50 C. GREEN •- - - 74D 74E - 90A - 90C 98A - 

1 Franc LILAC 71A 71B 71C 71D 71E - - - - 

1 Franc CARMINE - - 75D  91A - ..910 99A 99B 

3 Francs 	BROWN 72A 72D 72F 92A - 92C 100A 10013 

All Numbers are Zumztein Catalogue. It is impossible to list the Standing Helvetia 
series according to Stanley Gibbons, as this catalogue, whilst giving numbers to 
many questionable shades, neglects the two different control marks. 	. 
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A glance at the table shows that we have to cope with eight different 20 Centimes  
stamps, four different 25 C. green, six different 30 Centimes and so on, but we also  

realise that there are two types of the 25 0 blue, and the 40 C. which have to be  

distinguished. In the case of the letter, there will be little difficulty, as the  

figure 4 in 40 is of entirely different shape in the two types. In Type I it is an  

open 4, with a long upward stroke, whilst the 4 in Type II is closed, and both figures  

in this type are much smaller.  
In the case of the two types of the 9,5 C blue, it needs a little 
more attention to find out the differences. In Type I the A in the  
word FRA.NCO on the right side slopes distinctly towards right, in  

Type II, it is streight,or even inclined in the opposite direction,  

Type I Type II towards left. In Type I the stars in the oval are smell and smudgy, 
in Type II, larger and more clear ; finally the: background under the 

 

vhlue tablet and the two "ier noo" ccnsisis of herizo iti ,.1 linos la Typo L, and of  
neat criss-cross net in Typo. II.  

Laving distinguished the twc types of the twe values, we c .n now separate thorn  
and make twelve little piles Af -the sti-mps wo have in our collection and in the dupli-
cate book.  
The next step will be to sort out the Control marks and the atormarks and to deter-

mine the two different pcpors (white and grcuaite,the lattor with blue and red fibres)  
 finally procood to tho perforations differences. ;Nero about next time:  

tilt Ut11i411tit it lilt U It 111111li d o ll " il ll tt g tln tilt llil Ii tli9II1111"it it ltit ti tl li ii 1i It li tt it itii tl It . . it It It 1t1111111111 tIlt ltit iltI it It ttit iitl tt  
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THREE CENTIMES LARGE LANSC.a2ES -- P vanished stagy ! The humble 3 C.  
olive 'f the 1949 "larrge Landscapes" set, which h s become obsolete  
some time ago,has practically vanished. Swiss dealers,who rarely act  
rashly are now offering up to ten times face value. . .and paying even  
more. The stamp is even mere elusive in used then in mint condition,  
as it was almost entirely used for _3reille mail, and blind people pay  
obviously no attention to the stamps the - -  receive with their letters.  
S':ifISS rl'OBACCO N_ISTs rj='t),aLL S'!'.kr1'S• The ,T.T. has issued licences to  
some 500 tobacconist and stationery shops, which entitle them to sell  
stamps,postoards r  ,I.c'' envelopqs wiil1 s -u4 mpg. They will receive a small  
commission on these sales. The innovation was deeided upon in the inte-
rest', of tourists,who had often to walk to the post office to mail their  
cards. In Italy, Austria and many other countries stamps have been sold  

in tobacco shops, stationers, and even ley grocers for many years.  
I) J ERESTING  P RP. VARIETIES DI,SCOV : ED.  Cur Zurich correspondent tel  

1s.. that a number of stam -p booklets gold frcm automatics machines show  
striking perforation flaws. Some of the 2C C. ,, lugs ("um.No.301) of,--  
the large Landscapes series, h7.ve been perforated ri ht through the  
centre, so that the $off etsmDs on the page of the  
booklets are practically halved. A numNer ci 10 ,i  
values (No.299) was also found perforated for the  
booklets in similar fashion.  
GOOD SERVICE AT ZUY TEIN' S.  Mr s. E. Cox, of Hythe , one of our most  
enthusiastic members writes . ''Having just returned fro , :.i three weeks nor. 
liday in Switzerland ,  I should like to record the kindness and courtesy 

 I received at Zumstein's. On my way home from Wengen,I always make a  
point of spending part of the last day in Berne.' was unable to visit 
Zumstein's until the evening. I arrived there at about ten minutes 
past stx,only to find the clerks all preparing to leave. But the very 
kind gentleman in charge of the office, himself found my wants - and 
I had quite a lengthy list of most uninteresting gapfillers! - and he 
continued to serve me till nearly 7.30.p.m." (British dealers,plc^^^a, se 

SWISS NATIONAL STAMP EXHIBITION 1951. A national stamp exhibition ^)  

will take place at Luzerne from September 29th to October 7th,1951.  
Members interested can get in touch with the organising secretary :  
"LUNABA", Postfach 176, Luzern.  

A SET .1.) COMMEMORATE SWISS TELEC O UNICATION IN 1952 ?  

Just before going to press (or rather into the duplic. . ting machine),we  
hear from our Berne correspondent that the P.T.T. has accepted the  
designs executed by Pierre Gauchat for a set of four commemorative  
stamps to be issued early in 1952. They will celebrate half century of  
Swiss telecciunication,depicting telegraph,telephono., and also radio  

and television -the itter being just prepared for introduction.  
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CENTENARY MIAIIATURE SHtS  

On the occasion of the centenary of Swiss stamps in 1043, a commemor tive stamps  
and three Miniature sheets were issued. The 2uriee 4 and Zurioh 6 Rappen, which first 

 

appeared on'Ma .rch 1, 1843p.''celebrated a come^ba•k in more modern setting, whilst the  
"Dr . uble Geneva" of September 30,1843, eras commemorated oh one of the sheets.  

relay we want consider the proeuction of the three sheets - the "small Zurich",the 
 

"L.: : y .Zurich" and the "Geneva Sheet".  
L .ho designer of t he modern 4•-6 Reppoe Zurich was Albert Yensin. He also en roved  

the cricv, which eras printed in sheets a 25. But for the production of the mftieturo 
 sr _h 	

another artist was called in, Hers Th* eni, who designed the borders end in- 
sceepticns. ' .hilst the post-ge st-mps ,:-ere painted •n white gummed p .per, the  

sheets ;re •e produced on cir-moil-coloured p - per.. The most interesting feet ,:.bout  the large (Luxury) :  end small Zurich sheets is that they ::ere printed by different  
processes.  

^!'ce "Luxury" sheet ooisee(ine of 12 imperforet• centenary et mps , .ithi:e .n  
orn rental border, ;'as printed by superimposed etching 	engr'ving process sn the  
rotary press et the ]Serino P.Tee.prineing , : -orks,  

tier the production 62 the smr
.11 sheet it s .- s .decided to use the s -.mo evinting  

peewees as for the original Zurich Rapper, st -mps hundred years 1of eru, netrely litho- 
graphy, The crIor was given to the famous firm of Drell eeeesali of eurich, which also  

produced the origieel s amps in 1043.  
--- Thu plain white paper . 's covered with 	found :ti )n of heeiz eet:.1 red lines.  

ttrroune7 eg the picture is a n iriscripticn giving the rer .sen for the issue in the three  
1e_ng .agges of the c )untry, ^nd the d -tos indie -'t rng the oe rtonf ry. et the t )p, in the  

middle of the ends )2 the sce )11 there is g) )d imie e. eesette post nark  ^f 
1343. The str ps -re sJ err-need eh-t the" eau1d be cut out and used einely. J  nhilst the f .,ce v '-lue tie the Luxury sheet 	s 1.20 	and its price 5 i+, the smell  
sheet was sold for 3 en inspite )f L so v.lue of ealy 10 Centimes, 	feet ;hick gave . 
rise to much criticism. Nevertheless 120,000 Luxury sheets and 160,008 small will _tun)  
sheets were sold. The star , x in both cesçs :::.s used f )r the Swiss e cionel Cund for  

Soidiers, which et th^t time, during the: r, fulfilled an import .nt sociel mission.  

The Luxury sheet w s printed i:l far r melS, numbered N).l to No.4, the numbers  
being hidden in the south-vest scroll of the border;bene th the "1910". Its postal  

validity - and anybody so inclined wee free to cut out one of several of the imperfo..  
rat4 stamps end use them on letters er postcards at their face value of 10 Centimes -
ended on. December 31,1943, but the whole issue -- 118,366 sheets - was sold out by  

the end of January, most orders heviee oeme by subscription before the actual elate of  

release,which'wias February 26,1943,  

The amail Miniature Sheet wee printed in panels of 2,0, each numbered en the back. 
The panels were cut into t runty pits before dcliecry to  the Post Office, but e fc^: 
complete ones are known to hove eeoepod to be severed. 

 .Geneva; "Double Genf" din-In-bur. sheets were designed by e eanese, artist,  

Nene Reber, . and printed in he1io rrphy by Courvoisior ^-c Le 3haux . de Ands. en the whole  
the pattern of the . urich einieture sheet T-rrs. cdhereé. toe The ,  square sheet measuring  
2.9 inches on each ; aide, gove a reproduction of . the -.f emcus duel stamp en grey-green 
honey-combed paper, • surrounded on three sides by the words "13J 1 °i.^;RS S Ibe eeS'ie 

 STAMPS" in French, ' erm.en end It-lien.:^^,. simple border 't the top sluved.the figures  
1043 and 1943 and a ,  posthorn. Thee  , letters GEPH just ,underneath the stamp picture,  
denote "Geneve Exposition PIilsteliaue" .  ; 

On the back appered an inscription expl.inin:_e the purpose of the issue and ender 
the Cross of the Confederation the :roads "_ ie. .Tau belSS RED CRObe" in erench,Germ. n and  

Italian, and beneath it the Price (3 i'). The printing was rgain mode in panels, ee:.oh  
of 20 Miniature sheets, numbered on the back from. No.1 to No.20.  

Whilst there are no varieties of any importance of the Zurich sheets,at least  
two plate flaws. exist  of the Geneva sheet. One is a. long colour line reaching from  

the postillion's horn to the letter .Q in CLNTENARIO on the right, and crossing the "3"  
in 1943; the other consists of a number of white spots in the north-west corner of th  
the block. The first flaw appeateemostly on sheets No.1, the latter on sheets. Ae18.  
The Geneva sheet was sold from 17th to 26th September l948, and remained valid until  
May 31,1944. Altogether 160,978 sheets, were issued.  

The third Centenary sheet was devoted to the famous Bale Dove,which first appeared  
on July 1,1845, the postal authorities of the Canton of Bale having been two years  
behind those of Zurich and Geneva. The Miniature sheet was issued on April 14th,1945  

to coincide with the Bale Stamp Jubilee Exhibition. The design was executed by  
E.and.M.Lenz,of Zurich, and contrary to the Zurich and Geneva sheets, differed sub-
stantially from the original stamp. Unfortunately, it was not an improvement. The  
paper used was cross-lined, measuring 2.8 by 2.5 inches for each sheet, end decorated  
with little grey-blue double rings showing the Swiss cross and the Basle staff. The  
text between the double line running around the stamps read "PRO JUVeeTUTE" and  
"HUNDRED YEARS BALE DOVE" in German, Frmieh and Italian. (Please turn to PAGE TWO)  
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I want to tender my sincere apologies to all Friends and Members for the 
delays in replying to letters and the i'dere li ction of duty" to which I 
have to plead guilty. I did not desire to trouble you with my personal 
matters,bixt I feel that an explanation is necessary, I have been in poor 
health for several monlhs,and spent a holiday in Malta and Egypt,from 
which I returned at the end of January,Accumulated work resulted in new 
delays,and I now feel compelled to relinquish at least some of my duties. 
Having founded the then "Helvetia Ctamp Club''und "run" it,more or less 
single-handed from 1947 until the setting up of our_ Committee and tho 
transition into the Helvetia Philatelic Society, I accepted for a long 
period more work that I was able to cope with The time has now come to 
hand over various of the secretarial duties to bater men,and I am 
pleased 	that in future . the work will Y:e done ly some of my keen 
friends on the Committee.. T? e -organisation will secure a more 
efficient execution of thee, ' (:u ties in the interest of our Me Albers. 
Prom now on the agenda of the Cociety will lee handled as follows: 

ALL FINANCIAL  MATTERS  (iniluain Subsrril1 -Lions, Deposits etc.) by 
the Hon,Troasurer, Mr.A.J.HAK.DING, 31,Somereet Way, Iver, Bucks. 
MEMBERSHIP.I_MEEINGS_L  ALL iN 'IIRIES  AND CC LR aeNDENCE, by the 

Hon.Crgenisi:ng Secretary, Mr.2. TRATTCN, 6a,Rc o:aey Stroet,London,SW.1 
EXCHANGE PACKET BRANCH. 'I am retaining this, and I shall continue to 

be in control of packets. All Advice  Forms and Payments for takings 
from the Exchange Packets should be sand to mrne , 	H. SPIRO , 111,Bushey Rd. 
Raynes Park, London, S.W.20. I shall also continue as Editor of the 
Helvetia News Letter. 

I trust that Members will welcome this re-organisation and give all 
their assistance to the Committee, espooially by recruiting new members, 
by taking part in the activities of our Loeal Groups, and by helping to 
improve . the circulation of packeife by enterin ,- a. e many books as possible, 
Please accept my sincere thanks for 7i -)ur indulgence aid help! 

LONDON GROUP 
Hon. Se cretary: P. Stratton, 60 ,Regency 

Street, liondon, S.W.l 
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The next meetingof the Group will take 
plane , on MARCH 13th (Tuesday) at 6.36 p.m. 
at the "SWAN",'Cosmo Place,South-:mpton Row, 
W.C.I (near Holborn-Kingsway Tube Station) 
The subject will be "POSTMARKS". Arrange--
ments' have been made for modern poetmerks 
to be well represented. Members are request 
ed to bring along any interesting material 
they may have of the pertöd .1850-1930,but 
'particularly the early rosettes and grills, 
else all T,P.O.märkings. 
The Group held an "exchange and.bourse" 

meeting in,February, at which members had 
the opportunity to "swap",. sell and buy 
duplicates, They also had the pleasure to 
wélaomé at that meeting, Mr.Tom Morgan,the 
Editor Of the "Philatelic Magazine", one ' 
of our "old" members and a keen collector 
of Switzerland. 	 • 

The Group Committee hopes that all mem-
bers in the Greater London area will make 
a point of attending regularly the monthly 
meetings. 
1111tutnn"nunnnnunnuntnnnmtnununuuunnnnnunnn n n 
The next issue of the HELVETIA 
NEWS LETTER will 'ire 'published on 
April 15th. It will not be sent 
to members whose Subscription is 
.in  arrears.  

t. & LEERS GROUP 
Ohairman:L.Moore, ttArosa" ,Lawnswooa 

Gardens, Leeds,6. 
II it it it it it i1 i1 it tI it II ii it it 11 it it tI 11 it 11 0 tl 11 tl tl it it it It It it II Iltl 

The "Bulletin" published by the Group 
gives full reports of the monthly meetings 
srhi.ch have been extremely successful in 
the past, and are even for promising for 
the future. In January members saw a 
display of National Fetes and 4ii.niature 
Shoots, énd Aso a fine collection of 
Soldiers Stamps. by Mr .Highstéd of Brad. 
ford. lit the February meeting Mr.Eastwood 
of Hal.ifex,présented "Pro Juventute", 
which display was combined with a number 
of artistically written up pages,eent to 
Leeds by Mr,P,Stratton, 
On Marsh 17th, members in the North East 

will see the fine collection of Imperf, . 

Sitting Helvetia ("Strubelis") and the 
1862.84.issues, displayed by their Group 
chairman,'Mr.Mooré. Members are invited 
to bring along any stamps or covers of 
these issues for show,or for identification. 
Members are reminded that on April 14th 
the Group will present a film show,which 
will include films on stamp production by 
the Swiss PTT, along with Swiss travel 
films of the alpine post in Valais. 
All members in the area should make every 
effort to attend this Most 
show it It It it it 11 11 tt It It tt It 	tt tt ttIt it It 11 tt 	tt ltlr ti 	ti It tt tut 
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LM NABA'1  STAMP EXHIBITION  
P.T.T. TO ISSUE A MINIATURE SHEET TO VISITORS  

The Swiss National Stamp Exhibition 'lLUNA.BA.t' mill take plaoe at Lucerne from  
the 29th September to the 7th of October 1951. It promises to be one of the most  

interesting philatelic events at a time when almost every European country is holding  

Mr preparing a stamp exhibition. Indeed, it will be of greater interest to the 
collectors of Switzerland than any other exhibition, because the emphasis will be on 
Swiss issues and all the famous gems will Le on show. In this regard in may put the 
"IMA,BA" of 1948 (which a number of our members attended) into the shadow, as the 
latter was an international exhibition and the organisers decided to give foreigners  

and foreign collections parity and even priority.  
The ttLUNABA", being a national show, will be primarily an exhibition of Swiss  

material and the P.T.T. and the Swiss Postal Museum will be represented in strength,  

as will be all the wellwknown Swiss collectors  
The oomposition of the. Jury has been just announced. It Will consist of Messrs,  

Josef Buehler (Zurich), Ad.Glaettli (Zurich), Professor Dr.E.Handeohin (Basel),  

Oscar Stahel « the well..known expert on airmails, Dr.Georges Fulpius (Geneva) and two 
foreign philatelists, Dr.Alberto Mena (Rome) and Emil Dub (Germany).  

Unfortunately, the choioe of the date will prevent most members to visit Lucerne, 
because the holiday season will be aver when the ttLunaba" opens its doors. However, 
we shah, keep members informed about the exhibition, and we hope to be able t3 distri.' 
bate publications and also the propaganda material '.and labels issued by the organisers.  

A. full report about the Exhibition will be published in the October issue of the  

"HELVETI.A NEWS LETTER".  
Whilst it appears that it might have 

been 
	to fiance the 11LUNABA" without  

the assistance from the P,T.T Ot  the announcement that a Miniature Sheet mill be issued  

by the Swiss postal authorities on this occasion, will be received with mixed feelings.  

No official announcement has reached us at the moment these tines are written, but our  

Swiss correspondents report unanimously that the sheet will be sold to bearers of 
admission tickets during the exhibition week only at the"Lun ba", and that the prico 
of the Miniature Sheet will be....three Swiss francs. every 

 

The postal use of the sheet is, as in the ease of Miniature Sheet extremely 
doubtful. Nobody will deny it that it is being issued for stamp collectors only, and 
this practice 'nf postal authorities is extremely dubious. We are told that the face 
value of the att!os incorporated into the sheet will not exceed 40 Centimes,although  

it will be sold  at 3 Francs. This is even more regrettable because the P.T.T. made 
some time ago a solemn promise to refrain in future funs issuing stamps with surtax,  

the only exceptions to be the traditions) two annual sets of Pro Juventute and National, 
Fete •. heartily welcomed every year by all collectors 0  

"u"n tl tttttt tttt tttttt nttmtnnnu tilt" nit tnitl a it t nt n 11111l tttt"ttttit tt n t1n nn tt tttt nn nttn nnuntut unit ntttt n tt" n tt 1t nttn nn tnt n"tt n  ^t 

LAST REMINDER !II A few Members are still in arrears with their  
Subscription for 1951. They are requested to remit without delay, 
otherwise_ their Membershipp would lapse this month.  

ntlnttllnllnn11111111n11lttttttltittltt111nttttntt.nnlln11111111UnttilnllunnIlnUnnttnuttlltlnnttl"mtu"nttn"rtnttnnittt.tnnttnnttnuntt  

LE O/ /// S. MCA T/O SET IN /  
As reported in the February/Marsh issue of the "Helvetia News Letter", a set ecmzneno»  

rating the centenary of the Swiss telegraph service will be issued in February, 1952. 
It will consist of four stamps, for which the designs by M.Pierre Gauchat,of Zurich,  

have been accepted by the F.T.T. The first of the four values will depict a telegraph 
transmitter, the other three a telephone, a radio apparatus and a.television set..  

Although Switzerland has no T,V.servioe yet, its introduction is expected next year.  

There will be no surtax for this eet,and the four stamps will be used for normal  

postal xequiremen1 as in the case of the Railway Centenary set in 1947.  
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5WIS5 HISTORY ON STAMPS. 
By G. R. H Y ND (Dundee) 	(Continued) 

The canton is enclosed by that of St.Gall,and the bear in its ooat of arms is that 
of the Abbey of Saint Gall which passed into the shield of Appenzell. When the province 
was divided, the two semi-cantons kept the common arms, but Ausser.Rhoden - called in 
the Swiss dialect Ussel-Rhoden - added the letters"V" and "R", the V being used for U in 
the Latin manner. The higher regions of the canton form excellent pasturages for cattle, 
hence the cow bells seen in the border of the stamp-. 

The 1045 0 stamp depicts the coat of arms of Solothurn (Soleure),a German-speaking 
canton in North west Switzerland. The red.white colours are a reminder of the Austrian 
rule and were given to the canton by the Austrian Duke Leopold in 1318. The small 
baeners in the frame are those of Saint Ursula, the patron saint to whom the Catholic 
Cathedral of Solothurn is dedicated,The banner, which according to legend was born by 
Nicolas von Flue, is preserved in the cathedral and carried in procession every year 
on Good Friday. The mitre, also incorporated in the frame is that of the bishops of 
Bale, who at times resided in Solothurn. 

The imposing ram,whioh adorns the 20+5 C of the 1924 Pro Juventute stamps is that 
of the coat of arms of Schaffhausen. It is a "telling" shield, indicating the name 
of the canton . Sellef means ram, and hausen (haus), a house or dwelling, in German The 
arms appeared first in a seal of the town- in 1253. Although today Scha£fhauses is an 
important industrial centre, the rural parts of the canton have fine vineyards, hence 
the bunches of grapes in the border surrounding the shield. 

Once more the top value,of ' 30+10 C in this set, commemorates a famous battle..
-- 

The arms of the Confederation are flanked by. a Swiss soldier and a Burgundian, represen. 
ting Charles the Bold of Burgundy, who after his conquest of Lorraine decided -be subdue 
the Swiss. When the Swiss heard of hie plan, they sent emissaries to the Duke,who told 
him: "There is more gold and silver in your horses' bridles than in the whole of our 
small and poor country, ." But the Duke would not be diverted from his purpose,.4t the head 
of 40'000 men from many lands, with an army splendidly equipped, with the finest 
artillery of the period, and carrying arms and munition and vittels for 100,000 fighters, 
he invaded the Jura and marched on.Yverdon, which he took by siege. The garrison of the 
town retreated to Granson, but after a desperate fight finally capitulated. 
The Duke's mercanariee did not show mercy. Of the 200 mon,who were taken many were hanged 
and the rest drowned in the Lake of Neuchatel. This barbarity roused the wrath of the 
Seise people. Thousands of men came from the mountains and valleys to fight against the 
invaders. A Bernese Magistrate, Nicolas von Soharnachtel, took the command. At a 
On a plan near Grandson they met the Burgundians. The two ancient trumpets "The Bull 
of Uri" and the "Cow of Unterwelden" (said to be given to the Swiss by Pepin the Great 
and Charlemagne) were sounded, and the Confederate army attacked. The Burgundians 'sere 
grouted in spite of their superior arms and numbers. Duke Charles fled with only five 
knights, leaving his treasure chest on the battle field. The booty was enormous, but the 
simple Swiss did not know the value of the captured treasures. Many of the. jewels th 
the Duke had to leave behind originated from loot made during crusades.. One large 
diamondwhioh once decorated the crown of the Grand Mogul, was thrown away by a Swiss 
as a valueless piece of glass, and was found much later on the battle-field. Some of the 
diamonds, rubies and emeralds eventually found their way into the crowns and regalia of 
various European kingdoms. But the Swiss gained what was to them the greatest treasure 
of all their freedom. 

In 1925 the Pro Juventute set depicted once again the arms of three cantons, the 
top value commemorating another campaign, The 5+5 C.shows the coat of arms of.St.Gal1. 
a bundles of fasces on a green background. It is a "modern" shield, dating from 1803, 
leaning on the Roman emblems, which became popular during the French Revolution and 
Napoleon's Empire* The eight rods of the liotor'a bundle, represent the eighttreots 
of the canton. But the name of the city and canton of St,Gell.en goes baok to the 
dam of history, St.Gall, a monk and pupil of Saint Columbe came to Switzerland from 
Ireland, and decided to build an abbey "in a wilderness roamed by wild beast, bears, 
boars and wolves without number". He build the church in 614 and this was the origin of 
the abbey of St,Gall, around which the town is built. Today it is a fine town of over 
66,000 inhabitants, an important industrial and agricultural centre, and famous for the 
Swiss embroidery industry, to which the lace in the frame of the stamp alludes. (To be continued ,next month) 
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PRO JUVENTUTE ,95 VARIETIES. This set yields nothing of great interest to the 
flaw and variety hunter. Our correspondents say that only four minor flaws have been 
detected: 10 C. a white line in the upper part of the left wing of the butterfly; 

it 111,12th stamp); two white points in the left top bunch of grapes (A'111,16th stamp) 
CO line in the lower part of the 0 in 10 , (Ai11,3udstamp); border line of the top 

right hand leave,above the butterfly, innterrupt:,(A 111, 22nd stamp). 
NEWPROPAGANDA POSTMARKS, to be used permanently are .CRAMS•-sur-Sierre "Solei.leSports- 

Golfo; WEISSENSTEIN "Bliok in lie Schweiz"; and FRIBOURG, "Ville d'art et -d'eta' de". 
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We have to distinguiuh two Controlmarks and one Watermark in this issue. Beginners 
are sometimes confused about the difference between the two deucriptions and it may be 
of some interest to describe the two methods, by which Swiuu utampu were safeguarded 
from forgers. 	. 

The Controlmark (German "Kontroll..-Zeichen) was done by embossing on the sheets 
ready to go into the printing press. The embosding was often light, and the Controlmark 
is therefore sometimes only faint, at times hardly to be seen at all. 

The Watermark . which appears for the first time in 1905 on Swiss stamp, » was 
made in the usual manner, namely during the menufaoture of the paper by allowing the 
pulp to form itself into paper on a wire cloth on which the watermark design is sewn, 
As the Controlmarks and the Watermark of this issue have entirely different designs,there 
is no difficulty in separating the 1862/1904 issues from those of 1905/1907. But the 
trouble of distinguishing the two Controlmarks of the earlier issues is a very real one. 
They look almost alike and even experienced specialists have difficulty to keepathem 
apart, especially when the embossing is faint. However, the following description may 
help a little. 

The Controlmark is a Swiss Cross in an oval frame formed by two parallel lines. 
From 1862v to 1893 the Coutrolmark is stouter in appearance, the distenoe between the 
two oval lines is wider, the arms of the oross shorter. The change was causet by a 

resolution of the Swiss Parliament to have the Swiss coat of arms 
redrawn to make it heraldically correct. This alteration consisted in 
making the arms of the cross by one sixth longer than their width. 
At the same time it was decided to make the oval lines run closer to-- 
gether,. Whilst the distance between the two oval lines was originPlly 
0.8 millimeters, it was reduced in the new design by nearly half 
0.45 millimeters. The second Controlmark appears therefore more slender, 
the cross is "thinner", the two oval lines very close. 

The simplest way to observe the difference is to remember that in the 

first instance the a2mis of the cross are wider than their lenght. In the 
second Controlmark they are longer than their::  ridth. 

The first stamps with the second Controlmark appeared in 1893.In 
many cases the postmark (in the case of used stamps) will be of good 
assistance. All stamps bearing postmarks prior to 1893 can have only 
the first "thick" Controlmark. Moreover there are only seven stamps 
of this issue which have the two different Controlmarks,as indicated 
in the table published in the March issue of the "Helvetia News Lets» 
ter", namely: 

23 C. orange, 25,0.green, 30 0.brown, 40 C.(TYPE I), 5000. blue, 
aou 1 F. lilac, a 1 1 perforated 11-  by 11 only. Of the 3 F. 
lcrowt only those perforated 11 exist with both Controlmarks,but 
the one with the second controlmark is so rare that the chance of mixing it up with 
the one of 1891 (Zumsstein N.72A) is a million to one. This stamp is catalogued by 
Zustein at 650..- for the used copy: 

The Watenm rk ("large cross") is, as a rule, easily recognised. Where there is difficult 
to see it the stamp should be placed on a black surface (a tile or a dark piece of 
cardboard) and .a drop or two of benzine or methylated spirit put at the back of it.The 
watermark will be then easily seen. 

We have now arrived at the third stage of our sorting effort. 
We have separated the two types of the 25 C.blue and the 40 C.grey 
according to the different plates, and have formed small piles of 
the various values according to the different Controlmarks and 
Watermarks. The next step will be to ascertain the many perfora •» 
Lions. The perforation gauge will, of course, be our main tool 	Watermark 
for doing so, but there is a little "know how" here,which will make our job a bit 
easier. I shall tell you about , this in the next instalment of this article series. 

(NOTE: The drawings of the Controlmarks are not exactly to scale. The measurements 
are slightly exaggerated.beoause the rather crude duplicating process of the "News 
Letter" does not permit drawing with exact precision.) (To be continued) 
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LANDSCAPES ESSPS ON SHOW.  The Postal Museum in Berne has at present a special show 
of the original designs and essays of the current "Landscapes and Tech nic" series. 
It can be seen from the exhibits that for at least two values, different designs wero 
originally considered. For the 35 C.(which shows the motoring road of Wallis) the first 
design was of scenery near Lugano, whilst the original design for the 70 C. was of 
the aerodrome of Rloten, which is thought by many who have seen it, more attractive 
than the "triangulation point" picture which was adopted. 

INTERNPTION4L MOTOR SHOW POSTBARK  K On the occasion of the "Int.Automobile Salon" at 
Geneva, which took place from March 8 to March 18, a special "illustrated" postmark 
was in use at. the special post office operating at the exhibition. 
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COURVOISIER PRINTINGS. 
(excerpt from "Review of Trade,Industry & Culture't,Basel)  

On looking over a collection dating from the appearanoe of the first postage stamps 
 

up to the present day, one can follow the development of artistic taste and the great 
 

progress in the methods of printing.T.he technical, processes were perhaps primitive at  
first, but they were not without charm. Then, with technical improvements, the postage  
stamp has attained a high level of artistic merit.  

The Swiss artiste who have put their art to the problems of stamp designing are u ia r0  
Let us name a:i y few of them who have acquired recognitions Karl Bickel, Courvoisier,  
Fi,soher, Liner, L 9Eplattenier, Patocahi, Reber, Surbeelc, Yersin, Zaugg• Backed by the 

 

skill of the printer and by the advice of the PTT, they have created many excellent  
designs. Whether engraved 3n steel in order to obtain the copper plate effector print. 

 

eft in heliogravure, the artistio beauty of the Swiss stamps is aoknowlcddged the world  
over. There are two processes and sometimes even three used for the flawless reproduction 

 

of Swiss stamps. The recess method is a speciality of the P•T.T.printing works, which  

have ,supplidd ninny stamps of graphic perfection.  

The other method of production has been greatly developed sine 1932, when the first 
set of stamps in heliogravure by Courvoisier was issued. It was the Pro Juventute set 
of ,93a, the first depicting the national'oostumes, The "girls" pictures were hailed  

as perfect,' it wâs sold that the Advantages of heliogravure - no hard lines, great  

clearness and remarkable delicacy of hue - show up to their full value. And yet this 
was only the "debut" of an art which has since grown mature. The Courvoisier works have  

since produced stamps which have greatly surpassed the perfection of this first serie.a. . 

Heliogravure is a very young method of printing, and many collectors may like to d, w  
how it actually. works. It is not possible to describe all the complicated stages of the  
produotion in a short article, but the following brief outline may give an idea of what  
heliogravure,as executed by Courvoisier,means.  

One the artist produced his design, the photographer takes over. The design is re.  

duped to the actual size of the stamp, and when the picture is'developed,the different 
acid baths are so gauged as to get a plate and reproduction of clear.ucut intensity* 
it is now the turn of the retoucher, who examinee the results through powerful magnify. 
ing glasses. The reproduction is then reproduced on diapositive plates for sheets of  
2 or 50 stamps. The diapositives are then "set" and finally reproduced under the poworw  

ful action of acids on the pure copper cylinders. Whilst complicated maohines are used,  

the process requires highly skilled handiwork too* Craftsmen execute the etching on to 
copper cylinders ;  which are prepared for the rotary printing. The rotary machines can 
produce multicolour pinting in a single action„ The impressions are run off under the  

vigilant eye of the xprinters, and finally the sheets go into the perforation machine,  

which also numbers the sheets and applies the control marksx on the margin oorners,  
Postal inspectors watch eyery stage of the process,They count and recount all the 

sheets, and even gather every little scrap of paper and waste, so that no one can use  
the special security paperfor any fraudulent purpose, The Courvoisier works have beer  

producing net only stamps for Switzerland and Liechtenstein but also for many foreign,  

countries, including .Turkey, Poland, Portugal, Belgium, Luxembourg etc*, and all these  
stamps boar the sign of perfection, for which this firm has become world famous,  
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I 9  N D 0 N' GROUP y . 	 N.E, & REEDS GROUP  

Hon,Seoretarys P.STRATTON,60,Rogonoy St.,S*W01 	Chairman: L.Mooro, "Arosa",Lawnsvood  
40.0041, 9•.0.•9....e •. ...O.t,O..s.sG..O*00*00**001 	Gardens, Headinglsy, LEEDS,6 
Tho Group held a meeting on April 10th,when ! ,........ 	A••  

a combined display of "Pro Juventute" issues 	At the April meeting members enjoyed  
was given. Emphasis was on the presentation, ;the interesting film .show, organised by  
and several members broht pages from their 'the Group chairman, who in addition to  
collections, which were models of artistio 	1P0T •T,,stemp films, also screened some of 
writingup. Some, including those shown by 	this OVIA Swiss travel films. The April  
MAR.L.Mayston, Mrs.Rawnsley and the Group 	Meeting concluded the 1950,^, season, but 
Secretary were illustrated with excellent 	members are already looking forward to  
drawings in colour and alluded to heraldic 	fthe first meeting in the autumn, when a  
and historic associations of the Juventute 	!good start for an. even more successful 
designs. 	 ;.season than the one just ended,will be  
*090......0....*.tr.....00.000.0.*..0..u.00*O. made. The Group is going strong and the  

EXCHANGE PACKET BRAN CH. 	i, committee i.s already preparing interesting  

Members are urgently requested to enter more ;displays and talks for. 1951/52. Members 
booklets for Exchange Packets,especially 	

;are requested to do some recruiting  

before the holiday season. Mr,E•H, spire  during the coming months, so that as many  

tl.11,Bushey Road, Baynes Park,Landen S.W.2"

O^ Switzerland collectors as possible join  Imo  
to whom booklets should be sent, 	trying 

	

is ting 	the  Group in 
rss:sss;;^:sss:sass:s^:s:lass:ssssss:t:sac: 

to maintain: packet aireulation throughout 	4 The next' issue of the "NEWS LETTER" will  
the summer months, and as we have now many 	be pubsish®d . at the end of Mayo  
beginnersmembers, even oxd inary material â 
"A17 tn9,.® ^^.,,a PIA1Aft_ 	

sasissa:::3'ass:s:.t :::sa ss:a s s2sssts:ass3  
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TIONAL FETE 1951 .  

ZUTZLILIMUD EPIC  
The "Summer Charity Series", this year's National Fete set, to be issued on June 11  

will again comprise five values, Whilst four of them continue wand conclude . the 
 

little gallery of pictures of Swiss sports and games, the lowest value, 5+5 Centimes, 
 

is dedicated to the celebration. of Zurich's admission into the Swiss Confederation 
 

r

60O years ago. It shows the arms of the oity, supported by two lions, with the shs»ld 
te ' the Confederation in the centre, under the inscription "ZURICH 1351". The staml  

vide designed by Paul Boesoh,Berne, and engraved by Albert Yerain, of Bougy»ui11az°s,  
and printed in a combined rotary heliogravure and line engraving process by the P.T.T.  

Printing Works at Berne, on white, smoothly gummed paper, from four cylinder sheets, 
 

bearing the control numbers 1 to 4. There are 25 stamps to each sheet,which bears on  

the margins inscriptions referring to validity and the eale»priee,  

Before describing the other four values, it may be as well to recall Zurich's proud  

history before and during the 600 years of the city's adherence to the Confederation. 
Ztirich is the living epitome of Helvetia history and Swiss culture. As far back as the 
third millennium B  QC., after the glaciers had retreated to the Alpine massif, pile  
dwellings arose in the inlets of the lake, where fish, were abundant, and where the  
first inhabitants lived above the water throughout the Stome and Bronze Ages, until  
about 800 B.C. Then the land settlements of the Early Iron Age sprang up,of which 
evidence still remains in the large grave mounds around the city. From the 5th century 
o warae, Celtic tribes lived there, were later joined by the Helveti.ans. About 58 B 00.  
they came under Roman rule, The Romans built a citadel on the Lindenhof_Hill,where 
remains of the tower have been excavated. In 450 A.D. the district was conquered by 
the Alemannt,who defeated the Romans. The Zurich Gat' came under East Gothio,and later  
ta^ide 

 
Frankish aupremaoy.In the 9th century Charlemagne founded the Grossmuenster,  

ich still is one of the most important Romanesque edifioes. In 853, King Ludwig the  
German, founded the Fraumueneter Abbey,to'day another of Zurich's great landmarks, 
Since 1218,when Zurich beoame a Free City, directly subjeot to the German Emperor, 
a fine town arose round the two great churches.When Zurioh joined the Confederation in  

1351,, as its fifth member (it oonsistèd of Sohwyz,Uri,Underwalden and Lucerne), the  

WAY soon became the esteemed and progressive bulwark of the "E i,dgenosseneohaftt',and  
remained so until the present day* Today it is not only Switzerland's largest city,  

her great commercial centre and cultural capital, but one of the finest cities in  

Europe  
The other four values, are as follows: 104.10 0, green,grey and red, depicts two  

pairs dancing the Valaisan polka, a popular folk dance of Western Switzerland;  

2110 C brown,grey and red, shows flag wavers, which is a famous Swiss game,requiring  
both great skill and physical strength; 30+10 C violet,grey and red, which shows the  
t 11lc rnussent' sport, as popular as cricket in England (it is played . by a "bowler't,who  

has a rod with a projected ;lees of wood, and "batsmen" armed with broad "bate",who  

try to snatch the wooden 'ball"$ The "snatching" is made with great force and the  

sound of the whirling rod reminds of the buzzing of a hornet swarm « hornussen means  

in fao , "hornetting") . The top value of 404.10 0, blue,grey and red, brings a picture  
of a shepherd blowing the f'Moue Alphorn,whioh is more than Eft long, turned from a  

large tree trunk, and needs some banct t1gv  
All these values are designed by Hans Fischer of Feidmsilen and printed in rotary  

heliogravure by Courvoisier,of La Chauxde..Fonds,on white,ligbtly coated paper with  
an admixture of fibres, Printed in sheets of 25 stamps from four.sheetbcylinders  

numbered A to D, they bear on the margins the inscription "Federal Fete 1951" in the  
three official languages. The revenue from the surtax will go this year to the  

Union of 3wi.ss Women Associations, the Swiss Women Society for Public Utility and the  
Swiss Catholic League of Women .. the three organisations to receive 90 per oente.and  

to the  Swiss Society for Intellectual Sciences, which will receive 10 per sent„  

A charming series which will onoe again enharoe the beauty of our collections.  
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SWISS HISTORY ON STAMPS 
B. G.R. HYND 	 ('carat) 

On the 10+5 C. value of the 1925 Pro Juventute set, there is the coat of arms of the 
semi-'oanton of Appenzell Ausserrhoden, which does not differ in design from that of 
Innerrhoden (on the 5+5 C stamp of the 1924 set) but for the letter "V,R." (indicating 
Ueser4 hoden t. Usser being Aussen (Outer) in the Swiss dialect, the U inscribed in the 
heraldic and Latin manner as a V. In the March and April issues,we gave the historic 
background of the two semiecantans, and all what remains to be mentioned is the lace 
design in the frame, indioating the important embroidery industry in Ausserrhoden. 

The canton of Grisons (Graubuenden), to which the 2045 C.stamp of this set is deli» 
ceded, is the largess, is Switzerland, and the most easterly, bordering on Austria and 
Italy. Its small, picturesque capital town of Coire (the Roman "Curia Rhaetorum) was 
already in 452 A.D. the seat of a bishop. At the beginnthg of the 15th century the area 
was ruled by three "Leagues" based on religious alliances, the Cadee League (from Oasa 
Del, the House of God) the. "Superior League", also called the "Grise" (Grey) because its 
adherents wore a grey scarf, and the League of the Ten Commandments. After many quails 
the three leagues united and the country took the name of Grisons (from the Grise leaguo) 
and was later called the Grau-Buenden, the Grey Federation, which was founded in 14710 
Before the end of the 15th century thcrassociated with the Swiss Confederation, founbt 
along with the men of Schwyz, Uri and Underwalden against the Swouabes (who inhabited 
Wurttemberg) but were independent until Grisons became a Swiss canton in 1798. 
The coat of arms, perhaps the most beautiful of all Swiss arms, depicts the emblems of 
of the three leagues* the Wild Goat of the Cathie League, the grey°-black banner of th' 
Griee League and the Cross of the Ten Commandments League. The maple leaves which boater 
the shield on the stamp are a reminder of the maple trees planted at Trins to eommemow 
rate the union, Some of Switzerland's most famous resorts, including Davos, St.Moritz 
in the Engadin, Schuls y  Tarrasp and Klosters are situated in this canton. 

The 30410 C value once again shows the Confederation shield, flanked by a French 
soldier and a Swiss mercenary. Towards the end of the 15th century many Swiss enrolled 
as mercenaries into foreign armies. It was thus that Swiss troops fought in the army 
of the Dulce of Milan against the French. They greatly contributed to the French defeat 
in the battle of Noyare, but after the King of France was victorious at Marignan, the 
Confederation had to put at hie disposal a contingent of Swiss mercenaries »numbering 
from 5,000 to 16,000 men per year, who thence served in the army of Francois I0 

The 1926 Pro Juventute set was the last to show cantonal arms, although in 1928 and 
1930 there was a heraldic come.baok, when arms of towns and shires were depicted. 
The 545 C value brings the coat of arms of Thurgau, the canton in North«East Switserland 0  
The history of this province is closely linked with that of Southern Germany, and the 
coat oP arm is that of the Counts of Kyburg, who possessed the area of the present 
canton, Thurgau is a young member of the Confederation '  which it joined in 1803. Its 
capital town is Frauenfeld. The pears seen in the border of the design indicate the 
fertility of the many fine orchards for which Thurgau is famous, 

The arms on the 1045 C. of this set bring once again the °rosier of the Bishop of 
Bagel, the stamp being dedicated to the canton Basel.»Land (B&le»Ccznntry). It is virtue 
ally the same coat of arms as that of Basel.'Stadt (Bale»Town), but the crosier's winding 
is to the right, instead of to the left. In the October/November 1950 issue of the 
"Helvetia News Letter", the historical developments,whioh led to the separation between 
the Town and the Country of Basel, were described, when we dealt with the 1923 P.J.sot. 
The ribbons which flanked the coat of arms allude to the important textile industry, 
especially famous for ribbon fabrics, which is situated around the city of Basel. The 
capital town of the canton, Ltesthal, a busy industrial centre, has the same arms as 
the canton. 

On the 2045 C0value is depicted the shield of the Canton of Aargau, which was created 
only in 1798, from districts of the cantons of Zurich and Berne y  mainly for administra0 
time reasons. Its chief town, Aarau, was at times the seat of the Swiss Central Govern» 
ment0 Near Aarau are the ruins of the castle of Habsburg, the Swiss family, which in 
Rudolf von Habsburg gave Austria its great ruler. Rudolf, who later became German 
Emperor, founded the Austrian dynasty, which ruled the AustroeHunga.rian Empire until 
1913. The arms shown on the stamp are of modern creation. Theewere designed by order of the 
canton's government in 1803. The three rivers on the left symbolise the rivers of Aar, 
Reuse and LLn*t. The three stars on the right, the three districts of Freiamt, County 
Baden and the Frick Valley. The shield is bordered with pictures of beet»root, indi 
ting the main agricultural produce of the area, where there is also important sugar 
industry. 

The top-value of 30410 C shows the famous Lion of Lucerne (designed by Thorwaldsen 
and sculptured by. Lucas Ahern), beneath the Swiss Cross. The monument commemorates the 
bravery of the Swiss Guards, who defended the French Royal Family at the Tuileries in 
Paris onAugust 10, 17920 during the French Revolution. 786 of them died at their post, 
and 366 were massacred on the 2nd and 3rd of September 1792.The monument at Lucerne is 
about 30ft long and 20ft high, and bears the inscription "Eelvetiorum Fidei at Virtuti". 
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C C477°L d/14/1.14k-  Xso,a2,7e/ 
By KARL IHCFFMA.NN (BASEL) 	 (Continued)  

To measure the perforations, we need a really first class gauge, which is not poorly  
printed $  tut gives clearly the quarter differences. This is important, because it is  
Mato easy to mix up th© 11- by 11 and the 11- perforations. If you have several hundred  
duplicates is classify, there is a simple method to avoid to mush work by measuring  
ovary stomp with the gat:g..  

Colo :-t throe stamps of tho throe mein perforations. They may be of poor quality .,  
thinned or heavily postmarked, but their perforation must be perfect. Stick them, faoe  
dour :warr. on a piece of black paper or board, and mark them «. as indicated on the  
i?•b:.str:l:tio. . All you have.- c do now is to put your stamps to be classified close  

>:.•:,.; : ;;. :, ?,.::.. 	:...,. : 	,to, the "pilot" stamps  z  so that the "tooth" touch each other.  

ell:i .,.,.,,,sel  ,T,. _,,,,e,,,, „; ,u,,,,,,t, ,; ..t / 	1-1:NICN GUILE' niETING 	O'''';4  
ŝ * 	 TULSBAY, 6.30 p.m.`  

	

111111111111 ii l it 111111111111111) 1111 Ii lii1 111111 fIII 11111111111111111111 11111111 ii 11111111 li 111111111111111111111111111111111111 till I 	: it It 1111 Pi 

i9-; 9 FXHI , !TlON VA RI ET I ES  

unit  11 till 111  

If ytur stamp is a 111:perf. it will be sufficient to do it 
once, if it is ono of the other perforations, you will have 
to check both the horizontal and vertical "teeth", 
After some practice you will find that you can distinguish 
the main perforations even without measuring, but a check 
is recommended, as our oyes 	 aro not as rolia7slo 
as we sometimes believe, 	 , 
':1-.o 94'- perforation contrasts 	clearly with all others 

it will be easy to detect it without much measuring. 
I havo prepared 2. little "working schedule", which some vf 

you may 2ind to be helpful. It gives i- the form of a 
"quiz" the vorious phases by which you ,an -rrive to the 
final classification of all the stamps of 	Standing 
Helvetia issues. 

The abbreviations are: CM . Control Mark, WMK - Watermark 

20 0. crrnge 

but if BIZ 2) is it white paper or Tr4i16 ix 
I'S) Measur perforation, 

.. O. blue4  T.I1.1) Is it white paper or granite paper? 2) Measure per2ora 
Z)(r,  "3 bre-n ; :. Is it XL or Wia? If 0M 1 2) Measure perforrtion, and if 11,,, :,them 

'3; fl_ni o -it ilethcr OM I or II, but if .111.K, 2‘ find out whethcr white 
I-rper or gr-nite paper. If granite paper 3) Measure perforotion, 

(To be continued) 

All 

By 
W.  A. ' A R R 

The S riss Nation-1 Lx_hibitio: of 1939 was commemorated by two stomp series. Of the  

second issue (: .394/9 1; , Z-Im.228-239) there were four values, 5,10,20 and 30 Os., each  
printed in the t'hras '_rngt^g•cN a,, xerman, irreneh and Italian. In each value, of the right  

bottom corner, r' _,a  , red thn n-mo of th:; desi_gn.:r, V.Surbeii. On the 10 0 value only was  

printed the n-r:e of the rr•inters - 0ourvo? Bier S.A.  
There ': 'ere two distinct nrin in_gs of these stamps, one in sheets, and the other for  

strips used for slot machine rolls. Two different papers were used, the usua: smooth 
paper and the "ribbed".  

The sheet Trintings were nuite normal and comprised all four value s , bu, the roll  
printings were o:° the values 5,10 and 20 0 only The stamps for the automatic machines  
appeared throughout the rolls a .lternetely in the three languages, so that it is  
possible to obtain strips of these stomps with the three languages se-tenant, namely  
French-Italian-German, Itali .er-German--French, or Germ: n-Fse nch-Italian,In that order,  

and making nine different .strips. Obviously there are also bi.-lingual pairs,agein in  
nine combinations.  

All four values of the sheet printings and all three values of the roll printings  

are found on smooth paper, but the ribbed paper was not used for the 30 0, nor for the 
10 C. in the Gerrnon language, but for all others.  

To distinguish single stamps or the two printings, one has to observe the follow..  

ing characteristics  
5 Centimes: From rt .   TS, French or German text- V.SURBEK is 41- millimeter long;  

From ROLLS, French or German text >a. V.SUI3EK is 4 millimeter long; (pl )  
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Italian texts film SHEETS and ROLLS: The length of the designer's name is the same, 
 

but the lettering itself is larger  in the SHEET printing. 
10 Centimes: All three languages from SHEETS: the A of Courvoisier S.A. ends  
slightly to the left of the point immediately below the V of HELVETIA. The designer's 
name, V.SURBEK is 4 mm.long, All three languages from ROLLS: The A of Courvoisier  
S,A , ends slightly ;Ao the right of the point belo t the V in HELVETIA. The designer's  
name is 4 mm long,  
20 Centimes: German text; There are no apparent differences between the two printings, 

 

French and Italian text from SHEETS: V.Surbek is 4 mm long.The V of "V.SURBEK" 
 

begins to the left of the point immediately underneath the beginning of the 2 in 20.  

French and Italian text from ROLLS: V,Subek is 4 mm long. The V of "V.SURBEK" and 
 

*o 2 of 20 begin at the same point, one above the other.  

   

- FROM THE COMMITTEE . 	  

 

    

    

 

wwM^nw.vµ^^ 

 

ANNUAL GENERAL  MEETING. The Committee resolved that the A,G.M.is to be held in  
September. The date and place will be announced in the August issue of the Helvetia  

News Letter. The A.G,M.will elect the new officers of the Society, and nominations  

must be received by the Hon,Secretary a fortnight at least before the A.G.M. (Rule 12)  

Members desirous of moving a resolution at the 	must give notice in writing to  
the hon,Secretary not less then 3 weeks before the A.G.M. (Rule 2q.  
Nominations of officers and motions can be sent` from now on,anddréaoh the hon.Secretary  
not later than by the end of August. A list of nominations will be published in the  

News Letter about fourteen days prior to the A.G.M.  

ADDRESSES OF OFFICERS. Mainly for the benefit of new members we repeat the addresses  
as follows: All financial  mattors, subscriptions, deposits eta: Hon.Treasurer, Mr. ' 

A,J.Hl1RDING, 31,Somerset Way, Ivor, Bucks. Membership matters, inquiries etc. to  
the Hon.Organising Secretary, Mr,P. STRATTON, 60,Regency Street, .  London, S.W,I;  
News Letter, Exchange Packet, Experts Committee, to the Hon,Secretary g  Mr.E.H.SPIRO,  
11l,Bushey Road, Raynes Park, S,W.20 (to whom also nominations and resolutions for  

the A.G.M. should be sent.)  

1 0 N D 0 . N 	GROUP Hon.Group Seo. P.Stratton„30,Rege.cy St.,S.W01  

I unitn111111111/111111thri nett111ltutu liltlIll11111111111111 11 1111tllltI111111111111111111111111; 11111ittt11111111t,tt, tUIItillit 'r: 	slit;3..'ailliltLilt•liltIt  

The last meeting of the present season will be held on Tuesday, Mae 2f<ed., at  
6.30 p.m. at the "Swan” ;  Cosme Place, Southampton Row, W'.C.1 (a short wE.J:. : drg  
distance from the Holbo7cn/MKingsway Tube) There will be an interesting dä. r clay of  

"MODERN SWISS VARIETIES'm Members are invited to bring along their 	specimen of  
varieties, plate flaws eta, from about 1862 onward, even if the emphasis will be  

on the modern issues. The Group committee hope that members will attend this meet. 
ing in strength, so that we have a successful get—together until meeting 'activities  
are resumed again in September. Many of your queries regarding varieties may be  

settled to your satisfaction at this meeting, 
tilt ttlttl li" Itltttil1111111111111111 till 1111111111 It lu ltlltt II p ll ilIt tilt 111111 Il1114 ti 1111111111111111 	i111111111 ti tllt 11 it II ti ll It tilt 1111 Il ll i19 i s; timeliest! il""11  

IC:ROM  OUR CQRRESPONOENrS   
SEVERAL AIRMAIL VALUES "SOLD OUT", The P.T.T. announces that the 30, 	(co our  

changes of 1948) and 50 C. Airmail stamps have been entirely sold oc, Ar:.'. ee value 
which has been practically sold out by all post offices is the 70 C, nd 	.coke  
as if the whole airmail set would-disappear 	 shortly. 

T 1948 LANDSCAPES  COLOUR  CHtNGES, 5,10,20,25,30 and 40 C. are still available at 
the philatelic counter in Berne, but our correspondents say that stocks are nearing 
exhaustion. The small Landscapes are not available at the post offices in the towns, 
although one can encounter some of the values at times in smaller places.  

FLY BY  B^E<,A, TO  LUNABA. British European Airways are sending out nice fof  

Inv]: 	philatelists who are going to visit the "LUNABA" stamp exhibe  W .on 	Lucerne  

fro_ 	eeember 29 to October 7, to make use of the special reduced nie_ . y':: ees. 
A retu.^a ticket London»Zurich costs 42, which compares favourable with ray;. fares,  

From Zurich to Lucerne there is only a short trip by electric train or motor coach.  

PROPAGANDA POSTMARKS  COLLECTION.  The P,T,T, is offering to collectors a collection  
of propaganda postmarks, tied to stamps affixed on the little souvenir sheets.The  

collection consists of 92 items, starting in May 1942, and includes all propaganda  

postmarks issued until February 1951. The price is F 45.91, .which represent the  

fac:O Value of the stamps plus the cost of the souvenir sheets and a modest preimrum  
for mounting, But, alas, how to get the francs?  
PRO JUVENTUTE ..950, numbers issued were as follows: 5 C. 6,187,418; 10 C. 5,652,219;  

20 C. 4,364,98o; 30 0, 1,252,177; 40 C. 1,446,o82. The set was demonetised on  

January 15, 1951 and all stamps left unsold destroyed.  

THE NEXT ISSUE OF THE HELVETIA NEWS LETTER WILL BE A JUNE/JULY NUMBER. . 



	

A. J. HARDING,^^,y 	EDWARD. H. SPIRO, 
31, Somerset Way, 	l 	111,Bushey Rd.,Rayner Park,  

IVER, Bucks. 	 LONDON, S.W.20  

Hon . Organ i sing Secretary : 

Mrs. E.J. RAWWSLEY,  
32, Ethelbert Gardens 

ILFORD, Essex. 

:..;cordance with Rile 24, N 0 T I C 3 is hereby given that the  

No.6-8 (Fifth Volume) 	Edited by E.H.Spiro 	 .7t/ll,,2. - August 19 51  

be held on WETNESDAY, the 97th of SEP EMBE ' , 1951, at 6,30 .m. preoida at the 
 u'^ N RFST'AURAI l', Cosmo Place, Southampton Row, London,W.C.I (short walking distance  

from the Holborn-Kingsway Underground Station; buses No,68,77,188, stop at Cosmo Place)  
A G B N D A.  1) Minutes of the•Annual General Meeting on May 16th,1950;'  

2) Report by" the Hon.Treasurer, and Statement of Accoy;._:. ;s;  
3) Report by the Hon.Secretary for 1950/51;  

4) ILECTION of Officers and Members of the Committee;  
5) Motions and Resolutions;. and any Other easiness,  

After the business meeting (which : is expected to last about half a_:. ho ~^ . -r),ere will  
be a .iiiSPLAY and TALK by the President--elect, L t. Colonel H. G. de  

"'one Issues of the Imperforate Sitting Helvetia of 18514/62 

Colonel de•Watteville will show sheets from his excellent collection_, 	tnis important  
-display and talk should alone be a sufficient attraction for ev member to attend the  
Annual General Meeting.' Members .visiting London and requiring accomodation, are invited  
to get in touch with the hon.Secretary, whö will assist them in securing e thor private  
or inexpensive hotel accomodati"on.  
Any Member desirous to move•a resolution relating to Rules or any other m=-..,vers, must  
give notice in writing, enclosing the .Motion proposed, to the hon.Secretary . ::0 4 less  
than Ludo weeks before the Annual. General Meeting (Rule 25)  
the following .N 0 MIEATIOES for. the Election of Officers and Me:.:, 	of the  
Committee. (Rule 12) were received by August 16th,1951;- 

PRIlSIDEEU; L t. Col onel H. G. de Wattevil le, C. B. E. , CHAIRMAN; R.L.May:  -ion, Es  
Hon.THEASURn : A.J.}iarding,Esq., Hon.SECRETARY: E.H.Spiro,Ds.q., Hoµ.:;vRGAT] S2. :.:t 
SECRETARY: Mre.E].J.Rawnsley; CHAIRMAN OF THE EXPERT COMbIIiTTEE: E. 	rly, Esc  
ladaaaS OF THE COMMITTEE: L, M.o.ore,Esq. .(Chairman of the N.E.and Le ds Group) ;  
H.D.G,Gisburn,Esq. (Chairman,West Country, Group), P.W.C.Stratton,Esq. (Lonä <•... ::-cup),  
'Tom organ, Esq.,Bditor,f'Philatelic -Magazine" ((London Group), B.McKenzie,b  
(Scotti,_h Group), P.B.Lauder,Esgt,(West Country Group), J.D.Eastwood,Esq., :a. -i'  
(N.E.a.d Leeds Group),•J.D,Hopwood` Sayer,r,sq., (N.W.and Manchester Group) .  

There are three vacancies,for,,vwhich no nominations . were received at the time the NEWS  
LETTER went to press.  

OOOOOOOOOOOOO e e e ... e.• 	  

L.  r ND aN . a 	- The London Group has arranged an interesting 
• programme for its eight meetings during the  

M E E T 1 N G S 19 )1 / '? 2. , 	1951/52 season. They Will take place ' on  
Wednesday, 'September 9 (combined with the A0G 0M,), Tuesday,' October 2, Tuesday, Novem-. 

 ber 6; Wednesday,- December 4 Tuesday,Februa nr 5; Tuesday, March 4:; Tuesday, Ay r4..19  

and Tuesday, May 6, Displays *ill include: • Sitting and Standing Helvetia issités, Air.  

mails, Forgeries, Swise Portrait Gallery, Soldiers Stamps etc., 
____ 	„.aanacnasosee 000s.oso.o000e,oe.,ocs.ao0.Os..o.00000e.oeoeoo.w  
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SWISS I-IIST03Y ON 'STAMPS    By G. R. HYND    (continued) 	 

:die 1927 Pro Juventute issue was dedicated to Henri Pestalozzi, the great educationalist 
who certainly deserves a place in Swiss history. But we shall deal with the "Great Swiss" 
honoured on postage stamps on some other occasion, and confine the present series of 
articles to the historic background of , the arms issues. Thus, the next set of stamps to 
be considered is the 1928 Pro Juventu.te issue, which depicts the coats of arms of 

Lausanne, St.Gall and Winterthur, each of which played a prominent role in Helve-- 
tia's epic. 

The arms of Lausanne, on the 5+.5 C. value originate d in the 15th century,when Lausanne 
was proclaimed an Imperial city in 1434. But the town's history is very much older/ The 
legend has it that it was found by.Hercules, son of Jupiter, on his way from Sptin to 
Italy, in the year of 2841 B.C. As far as records go, it is certain that Lausanne existed 
as a "castrum", a fortified camp, in Roman times. It gained some importance in the fourth 
century, when Bishop Marius chose it as his seat between 585 and 594 A.D. In the tenth 
century it was a strong "burgh", and by 1258, the Black Friars arrived there and .founded 
a monastery, on the site of which stands the Cathedral of Notre Dame, often described as 
the most perfect Gothic edifice. in Switzerland,and indeed in Europe. After many upsand 
downs during the Middle Ages, Lausanne became in 1803 the capital of the Candon Vaud, on 
its joining the Swiss Confederation. By 1840, with 18,000 inhabitants, it was the fourth 
largest city in Switzerland, after Geneva, Berne and Bale, and ranked higher in import-
ance than Zurich or St.Gall. TO— day it is a centre of commerce and tourism, a bea,Htiful 
city with a population of over 100,000. It is also the centre of the wine—growing area 
of Western Switzerland, and the bunches of grapes shown on each side of the frame in the 
stamp design, allude to this fact. 

The Winterthur shield on the 10 -5 C. stamp is that of the noble family of Kyburg, to 
whom the town belonged in the early Middle Ages. In Celtic and Roman times it was known 
as Vitodurum. In '1264 the town was granted privileges by the Habsburgs, and in 1467 the 
Austrians sold Winterthur to the Free City of Zurich, with whose history the town has 
been closely linked ever since. Although it is to—day an important industrial centre, 
with many factories and mills, and a population of over 63,000, many of the historic 
buildings are preserved, and tinterthur is known as a town of artistic and musical repute. 

.ere is a magnificent Gothic parish church, another in pure Romanesque style with 14th 
century frescoes, and the fine architecture of the old burghers' houses reminds one of 
the town ' s proud history. 

<The 20+5 C. value of this set brings the shield of St.Gall. A bear has figured in the 
coat of arms of the city since Frederic of Souabe rewarded the Abbot of St.Gall, who 
helped him to become German Emperor, with a magnificent collar of pure gold, incrusted 
with precious stones, from which hung a bear carved in gold. St.Gall was once the fore-
most episcopal centre Of Switzerland, hence the bishop+s mitre and crozier in the right 
hand frame ornament of thè stamp. the cadeceus on the left hand side is symbolic for 
the importance of St.Gall as a centre of commerce and industry. Many large business 
concern have their headquarters there, and St.Rall plays a kc , role in the economic life 
of Switzerland. But as most other Swiss towns it also offers na_y attractions to. the 
tourist and sightseexjand many fine buildings bear witness of its ancient past. 

In a final article on the historic emblems on Swiss stamps and .:è: r relation. to 
Swiss history, which will appear in the next issue of the EELVETA N3WS LETTER, we shall 
deal with the arms of Fribourg, Altdorf and Schaffhausen, which adorn three values of' 
the Pro Juventute series of 1930. 	 (lb be concluded) 

aleou)-1 	DR:A' INso 
R.L. MA.YSTON in a new role ., as Ph-él.at el is K000 

It all happened this way. Some months ago, a philatelic friend called to see me one 
evening to show me his latest effort, but ostensibly to procure some "gutters" for his 

"Concise Glossary of Philatelic Terms Illustrated". I admired i, - . much for it was 
particularly well arranged and written up; it covered several hundred terms,some of 
which I . was unaware o f and it gave me the opportunity of seeing samples of oblique , and 
of "perc4 en arc", which were only known to me by name. Turning t:i.e pages, I came to 
papers, and to and behold; .. under "Dickinson" there was a copy of the 40 Rp. Strubel3., 
Period II. "No,sir"said I, "yes,sir" said he, and since ,that evening, between times, 
we have bombarded one another with pros and cons, sometimes by phone,sometimes by letter, 
for vie have been too pressed for time to meet, but neither has fully satisfied the other 
by his argument that the paper was handmade or maohine.made. 
As many members may never have given the matter a thought, whilst others may hold one 
L iew and some another, . I intend to present the case of Handmade v. Dickinson in our 
News Letter. Counsel for Prosecution and Counsel for Defence will be, unlike most 
trials, the same person, but members will be, able to act as both Judge and Jury. 
TTIA nA qe will be opened in one of the next issues of the News Letters, and I hope that 

trr +.11 your awn comments. 
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crit  n d i n 	g--,661-e  lv e ̂ z , By KARL HOFFMANN (Bale)  

We continue the "working schedule" for the classification, started in the June issue  
of the NEWS LETTER, The abbreviations are: CM - Controlmark, WMK .. Watermark, T •- Type,  

40C 1  Erai  T.I: 1) Measure perforation; if 112x11 - 2) find out Whether CM.I or II.  
40 21  rey 9  T.II: 1) Find out. whether CM or WMK. If WMK . 2) find out whether white  

paper or granite paper. If white paper, than 3) Measure perforation.  
50 Co blue: 1) Measure perforation; if /*II - 2) find out whether CM. I or II.  
50 C. preen: 1) Find out whether CM. or UJMK.. If CM. » 2) Measure perforation; but if  

WMK. .. 2) find out whether white paper or granite paper' if white paper.-- 3) Measure 
perforation.  

1 F. lilac: 1) Measure perforation; If 1/1x11 - ►  2) Find out whether CM. I or II.  
,1 F carmine: 1) Find out whether CM.or VTJMK.; if CM. 2) Measure perforations but if  

MK, 2) find out whether white paper or granite paper, and 3) Measure perforation. 
3 F. broom 1) Find out whether CM. or WMK.; if CM. .. 2) Measure perforation, and if 

11*, then 3) find out whether CM.I or CM,II9 but if WMK, 4hen » 3) find out whether white 
paper or granite paper and measure perforation. 

It really looks more complicated than it is, and after a little practice the two or 
three phases of the classification work will become just routine, Without the methodical 
progress as outlined in our "working schedule", the collector is inclined to examine 
every stamp for Controlmarks, Watermarks, paper and perforation, but this is quite 
unnecessary in many cases, Let me give you an 'example » andThave chosen on purpose one 
of the most intricate values, the 20 C. orange, of which there are eight different 
issues. At first it would appear a hard nut to crack, but in fact you need not more than 
three "phases" to find out the correct catalogue number under which the particular copy 
you want to classify can be found in the Zumstein or Mueller catalogue.  

First phase: Find out whether the stamp has a Controlmark or a Watermark. Let's 
assume it is a,Controlmark, never mind whether CM,I, the wide oval with the stout cross, 
or the narrow oval with the slim cross. Once you know it's GM, you go on to the 

Second phase: Find out the perforation. Let's assume it's 112 x 12.. Well, all your 
plight is over. There exist only one 20 Co with CM. of this perforation. It is Zumstein 
No 0 66 E, Mueller Nr.1120 The same would have applied if the perf, had been 14, as it 
would then be only Zumstein Nr.66 A, Mueller No091.  

However, if you found out that the perforation was 112 x 11, then you would progress 
to the Third  phase,  which would be a bit more difficult, namely to find out which 0M. it 

 is as in this perforation there are 20 C. stamps with both,the wide and the narrow oval. 
But you might have found right at the beginning that the stamp had a Watermark and 

not a Controlmark, In this case again, there would be only two or three "phases" alto-
gether. After establishing that it is a WMK in the First phase, you would go on to the 

Second ha;e, in order to find out whether the paper is white or granite - with tiny 
red and blue fibres embedded in the paper .. and you would finish your examination here 
and there when finding that it is granite paper, because it would be then Zumstein No.94A 
Mueller No.147, Only if the paper would be white, then a  

Third  phase would be necessary, namely to find out the perforation and establish 
whether it either Zumstein 86 A, Mueller No.133 (1l—  U1) or Zumste n No.86 O nllue1ler 141  
(112x12) . But, 	 in most cases, and especially as regards the other values,  
two phases will be sufficient to examine the Standing Helvetia stamps and arrange a 
nicely specialised collection, with all Controlmark, Watermark, paper and p :oration 
differences. Yoy will have a lot of fun with this work, which will be far la ~c pleasant  
than the drugory of unmethodical examination, which only loads to confusion -rid frusta  
ration, and -your appetite will be whethod to go one step further and to star': :,00king  

for the plate flaws, retouches and varieties, of which this issue abounds, and. 
which are ono of the most interesting specialised sidelines of Swiss philatoly. THE END. 
0.0000000000000600:00000. o 0 0. 0 0. . 0 0: 0 0 0 0 0. 0 0 0 0. 0 .: o. o o 0 e. o e e 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 0  0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0. 

 e.. e.  

The National Philatelic Exhibition "LUNFiB&", which takes place from Septeber 29th to  
October 7-th 1951,in. Lucerne, promises to become a major event. The total value of 
collections and frames exhibited is estimated to exceed 10,000,000 Swiss francs; there 
will all the great gems of Swiss classics, many famous Europe and foreign stamps owned  
by Swiss philatelists and also an official exhibition arranged by the P.T.T. The exhibi-
tion will be housed Iii the fine building of the "Kunst and Kongress»Haul"' and will cover  

en area of over 10,000 square yards. The LiN&BA Miniature sheet (Price 3.- f) has a 
pleasant design, using the motif of the 40 C. National Fete 1951 stamp, on a yellow 
background formed of doves and post horns, with a rod frame, bearing the inscriptions 
LtJNItBA .. LUZERN and National Stamp Exhibition in the three languages of the country. 
The net revenue from the sale of the Miniature sheet goes partly to help financing the  
exhibition, and partly to benefit a fund for the maintenance of Swiss schools abroad,  

A visit to the LUNAB.ia can be highly recommended to all momb`ers,  
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1_17-1XCHANGE PACKE 
. 	1,* 	 7 	rt 	4 a 

MORE 'MATERIAL FROM NEW CONTRIBUTORS, REGULAR BUT SMALLER PACKETS 
It is with great pleasure that we announce a complete reorganisation of the EXCHANGE 

PACKET BRANCH, In future « beginning early in September . packets will be more interest-
ing than ever, and what will please Members even more far more fre quen to It is 
hoped to send a packet regularly each month to every Member, provided that all of you 
will co-operate in speeding up the circulation by keeping the packets for not longer than 
48 hours, 

The Exchange Packet problem has provided a real headache to the Committee for a long 
time, and caused much disappointment to Members. But after four or five years it has 
become extremely difficult to get sufficient entries from Members to "feed" the packets 
and to ensure reular circulation, Many members disposed during that period of all their 
duplicates, and others « alas did not bother to enter any booklets at all. The Committee 
(and especially the unfortunate hon.secretary4) wore chaffed by Members, clamouring for 
neterial,bat they do not print &wise stamps (certainly not Gantonals or Strubelisl) neither 
do they create rare varieties or retouch Standing Heleretias 0 ., However, a solution, which 
should work out satisfactorily to all, has at last be found, 

The Committee invited a number of reputable stamp dealers to enter booklets with 
selections of better class material, and several have agreed to do so. We are rocei ving 
some choice matorialpospecially from Messrs, Amateur Collector Ltd., and Mr,Thomas Green 
both well-known specialists in Swiss issues. The dealer finns have agreed to grant a 
reasonable discount to the Helvetia Philatelic Society, so that Members buying from their 
seeklets will be able to acquire fine material at lower prices than when buying "over the 
counter", 

In addition, it was decided to arrange smaller packets, 10 0  packets consisting of 
about 10 to 12 booklets (instead of 24 to 30 as before), This will ensure %, more frequent 
circulation, without depriving the packets of diversity, The Committee believe that meom. 
leers will prefer a dozen booklets with better class material, sent out every few weeks, 
rather than two dozen booklets, many containing only "common and garaaa stuff", arriving 
at long and irregular intervals, 

But, whilst the dealers will contribute their share, Members should also do their bit, 
and continue to contribute all material they can seare, Sales are good ;  and circulation 
will be shorter in future, as several circuits will operate at the sam- 

HEW IS/ SUL' ,,58 11-TVI 
Owing to various difficulties . partly caused by the illness of Mr0Spiro c( -1 the ill. 

noes and subsequent retirement of the former honareasurse, Mr.Neville . the Now Issue 
Service did not operate as satisfactorily as the Committee would have liked. We wore 
unable to secure the full amount of Swiss Francs to buy all bL quantity required for 
distribution, and many members had to be disappointed. However -this trouble vas mended 

	

e-  toe, and we have received now a new supply of both ; the Pro Juvos e-o 1950 an 	Natio- 
nal Fete series of this year, and can offer them to members at e.12Leal now e_eue rates, 

	

All Members, who did not receive them, and still want them, can -reek now . 	will be 
supplied forthwith, The prices (postage extra) are as follows: 

Pro Juvontuto 1950 (5 values, Gen,Sprecher & Butterflies) MINT.... 
National Fete 1950 (5 values, Zurich and Sports & Games) MINT.... 

WO shall also supply the Pro Juvontuto 1951 (to be issued on December 1st) and the LUNABA 
Miniature Shoot (the latter only if specially booked, prico G/2d.), but the hon,Treasurer 
desires to check up the records of New Issue Service subscribers, and all Members, who 
want to receive now issues regularly in future, are urgently requested to send him a 
postcard, mentioning whether they need the new issues Mint, Usod ;  on First Day Covers, 
in blocks of four etc, (This should be addressed to Mr,A.J.Haruang, 3l,Somerset Way, 
Ivor, Bucks). Orders for the two sets offered above and bookings for future c liveries 
to Mr.E,H.Spiro (111,Bushey Rd,,Raynes Park,London S,W.20). 

THE 1952 CATALOGUES 
By October the three new ZUMSTEIN Catalogues are expecte& to be available, provided 

that the parcels will be cleared by the Customs without undue delay, They are to be 
published in the second half of September in Borne, In addition to the annual EUROPE 
catalogue and the SWITZERLAND & LIECHTENSTEIN Simplified catalogue, Messrs. ZeL,reetein are 

also publishing this year the SPECIAL CATALOeeE AND HANDBOOK OF SWITZERLAND , Thiele appear-
ed last time in 1949. The XIIIth edition has been greatly improved and many eapters 
fully re-written, Any serious Switzerland collector must, of course ;  have this excellent 
handbook, We can accept bookings for all or any of these catalogues as follows: 

1952 
1952 
1952 

ZUMSTEIN Simplified CATALOGUE OF SWITZERLAND & LIECHTENSTEIN 	,,,,, 
ZUMSTEIN SPECIAL CATALOGUE AND HANDBOOK OF SWITZERLAND 	  
ZUMSTEIN EUROPE CATALOGUE 	  

3/- postfroo 
18/- 	post, 
27/6 0. post. 

Remittance should be sent with the order to the hon.Troasurer,Mr0Harding 
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H f t Mi YET ELI C  

SWISS POETESS HONOURED. ---- MORE BEAUTIFUL BUTTERFLIES  

We are able to-day to give the full description of this years Pro J event .te series  
well ahead of any philatelic publication in this country (and apparently even ahead of  

Esi,ss philatelic magazines). As usual, the set will appear on December lst,, 1951, and  

remain on sale for one month, until the end of the year. The Editor, n ...)h;;Just re-
tlerned from a visit to Switzerland reeve ° the data before e --  office, ;. .cation,  
set:: also made all necessary arrangements for the supply oft 	cries _mmei .. etely after  
is ue, It will be delivered to all Members who have notified 	Hon0Treasererthat they  
are desirous to receive new issues, during the week between December 8th ant '.5th.,1951 0  
The Pro Juventute set will again consist of 5 values. The lowest, 5m5 C. _:ell depict  

a portrait of the Swiss poetess Johanna Spyri, printed in broom.„re4 oclour, in recess  
by the 1-22 Printing Works, The other four val ee are continuing the b e  , erfly design  
series, The 10.10 Co, greeno.light blue-dark blue,shows a dragon fly, one of the lovely  
members of the Libellulidao family,useful because of their destruction of insect posts.  
^1. the 20;•10 C o  is depicted in lilacwgroywblack•.and yellow a Papilio podalirius,a close  
+. olative b: cho glorious Swallow-tail (Papilio machaon),which lives .in the Alps and the  
Himalaya mountains, but some species of which are not unknown in Britain. The 30+10 Co  
v -eue brings in olive-grey and orange the Euchloö Cardamines,a'cousin of the .abbago but- 

to  igOn the 404, 10 C. we find the beautiful representative of the Saturnidae moth femi   ly, a  
peacock or feather moth,in blue-grey, and carmine.  
As last year, the butterfly designs are by Niclaus Stoeokli..  e .iehen, printed in holio-

gravure by Courvoisier, on granite paper, in sheets of 50.  
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0 C  T  B E R 2-nd. (Tuesday) 6.30 p.m. A 	OCTOBER  13th 0  (Sat  
at  e 37an Restaurant, Cosmo Place, at the' Council of Social S  
Southampton Row, W.0O2 (nr.Holborn Tube) 

i 
 Church Row, Kirkgato, L e  

DISPLAY: "Soldier Stamps” by.Mr 0Allitt. DISPLAY: "Soldier Stamps"  

ay),2015pm  
vices Bldg,  

s,  
Mr.Highsted  
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Tho Annual General Meeting took place on September 5th. In the unavoidable absence of  
the Chairman, Mr,R.L.Mayston, Mr0A.J0Harding took the chair. After the minutes of the  
1950 A 0G.M.were read and approved, the hon,Treasurer presented the Report and Statement  

of Accounts. Revenue amounted to 	29,4.5d., Expenditure to £ 12.2.0d. The favourable  
credit balance of £ 17,2,,5d. was only possible, as the hon,Treasurer emphasised, because  
a large proportion of the expenditure was born by Committee members, who made substano.  
tial donations. The total expenditure for the "News Letters" (included in the above  

figure) was only £ 3.2.0d. the Editor Paving paid for most of the duplicating and paper  

costa The financial report was•undnimously approved,and Mr.L,Moore (Leeds) moved a vote  
(PLEASE TURN TO PAGE FOUR)  

REPORT ON 'THE A  
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ISS HISTORY •ON STAMP
.S 

By G. R. H Y N D 	 (Conclusion) 

After a break of two years, coats of arms appeared again in 1930 on Pro Juventute 
stamps. Three toms, Fribourg, Altdorf and Schaffhausen, shared the honour of having 
their ancient shields depicted on stamps. 

On the 5•¢+5 C. appeared the arms of Fribourg, the french-speaking city, with a pre-
dominant Roman Catholic population. Its history goes Haack to 1179, when it was built By 
the Duke Berchtold of Zoeringen as a fortress of his vassals against invasions from 
the Gauls, A century later the stronghold passed into the hands of Rudolf von Habsburb, 
and in 1298 Fribourg fought a fierce battle against the Bernese 9  who were then the . 

champions of Swiss liberty. The antagonism between Fribourg and Berne continued during 
all the 14th and most of the 15th century, and Fribourg withstood more than one assault, 
In 1340, the Bernese besieged the town but were driven off, In 1448 9  however, the Con. 
federates under Berne's leadership were victorious, and imposed a humiliating peace upon 
Fribourg, which sided then with the German Emperor. After a spell under the rule of the 
Duke of Savoy, Fribourg entered the Confederation (1481). The coat of arms shows the old 
fortress - from the ancient seal of 1225 » flanked by the Pontifical Insignia on the 
left and a book and three balls on the right, These are the emblems of St.Nicolas, the 
patron saint of the town, According to legend, the saint on learning that one of the 
burgesses, unable to provide a dowry for his three marriageable daughters, was about to 
put them on the streets, decided to stop such an outrage. At night, he threw a purse of 
--old into the room of one of the maidens, and when the money was used for the marriage, 
_•epeated this gift for the two other daughters, finally leaving a bible for the father... 
The three balls represent the three purses. 
Altdorf, the arms of which are depicted on the 10.10 C.value, is in the Canton of Uri, 

and according to legend, was the birthday of William Tell. The town is thus closely 
connected with the famous story of the arrow and the apple, and the two arrows on the 
right side of the frame are reminiscent of Tell famous shot. The coat of arms is, in 
fact, that of the Habsburgs and Austria, incorporating the Austrian In2 cia1 Eagle and 
the red and white banner of the Habsburg dynasty, On the left side of the frame, the 
sheaf of wheat reminds us of the great fertility of Altdorf's rural surroundings. 
On the 20.510 C. value of this series, we can see the beautiful shield of Schaffhausen, 

The town, although an important industrial centre with a population of 22,500 and capital 
of the Canton of the same name, where some of the largest engineering factories are 
situated, has kept its medaeval character. Its foundation goes back to A,D01000, when 
the Abbey of Allorheiligen was built. According to one of many theories, the name of the 
towns is derived from "Skäf haus", the house of a ferryman, which stood there before 
any other settlement existed. But another theory refers to "SChaf Haus", the house of 
sheep, and this one appears more logical, because the coat of arms still features a 
black ram, jumping out of a house or castle, It is one of tho most ahcient Swiss arms, 

— sod already in the 12th century. The town developed rapidly in t-.2 early middle ages, 
eocame a free imperial city, and in 1501 throw off the Austrian ye,— and joined the 
Confederation. Near Schaffhausen arothe famous Rhino falls, where one can see the kingly 
salmon leaping, hence the fish in the border of the stamp design, 

NOTE: During 1952, the Editor hopes to publish a series "Famous Swiss on Stamps", 
featuring the great heroes of the Confederation and the groat sons and daughters 
of Helvetia, who distinguished themselves in many fields. This series of articles 
will provide additional historical background to that dealt with in the .series, 
which is concluded in this month's "News Lotter". 
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THE TWO PLATES OF THE 20 C. INDUSTRY & LAT7SCA2E ST ;!':'_-' v  

The discovery that the 20 C,value of the 1949 Industry and Landscape set was eLnted 
from two different plates, is causing quite an excitement among Swiss collectee and 
dealers. The fact that two plates were used was now confirmed by the P,T=T.erding 
to the official announcement, the printing of the 20 C. started o^. May 28,194'e, After 
18,000 sheets of 50 stamps each were printed ;  it was decided that the engraving was not 
deep enough, the printing was stopped and the engraver, Karl Bickel, was asked to re-
engrave the plate. He did so and the printing was continued from the new, second plate. 
The main differences are that Plate I .'shows finer (thinner) lines throughout,whilst 

all lines on Plate II are bolder. Because of inking this is not always easy: • to dis» 
-tinguish , There is 9howevor, another, quite di tinct 	 
difference. On Plate 1 9  the little house (wh ch 	°` `^ 
really is the Grimsel Hospice) has no b a s oO rr ) r  ri/:`\ 
On Plate II, the house has a base. There are also 
three lines on top.  of the rock in Plato I, and only PLATE I. PLATE II, 
two lines in Plate II. As only 900,000 stamps from 	.-  -_--- 	..__.__ r . _._ 
Plato I were printed, and most of them are likely to have been lost ..thrown away with 
commercial mail - the original plate variety has already become a rarity,groatly 
sought after in Swiss philatelic circles. 
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R L , MAYSTON "K. C .  " PRESENTS TIDE CASE FOR THE PRO SECUTION IN ---- 

DZCkZ 72S0 ?Z versus Hand-made. 
My lord, ladies and gentlemen of the Jury! The case which I present to you, deals with 

matters which happened a century ago, and despite the.search made for records ;  results 
are negative, and the evidence must be of a circumstantial nature, I have been briefed 
to . prove to you that the Silk Thread Ispues were printed on Dickinson paper. 

.It is essential that you should be clear in your minds as to the processes involved. 
Rags, and even wood, are reduced by beating and the admixture of moisture, either in the 
form of water or "wet" steam, to a' pulp. .For the production of white paper,it is perhaps 
needless to mention, the pulp is bleached, and according to the desired nature of the 
finished products sizes and starches are added to the moisture. The pulp is placed on or 
passed through very fine mcsh wire screens, where the excess moisture is extracted by 
pressure, The fine pulp is again pressed between heavy rollers, which reduce its thick-
ness considerably ;  compress the fibres together, and produce what we know as p a p er. 
Finally, the thin layer is dried. The thickness and texture can vary considerably, 
evidence of which can be found in coarse, rough surface of -for instance- heavy drawing 
papers, wrapping tissues, cigarette papers, and the glossed, smooth papers known as 
"Art paper". 

According to whether the processes have been carried out by hand or by means of 
machinery, the papers are classified as "Hand made" or "Machine made". 

In the year 1839 « and I. would ask you to pay particular attention to thisdate, 
John Dickinson was granted letters of patent for his machine, by mènie of which a fine 
--milk thread could be embodied in the paper. The thread, held on bobbins, was passed over 
vrooves spaced at equal distances on the surface of a horizontal roller, and then on to 
the pulp. The pulp, in its transit through the pressing rollers, carried the thread 
with it, and so produced a paper with lines of fine silk thread embedded in the surface. 
Some examples can be found in the 10d. and 1/. stamps or Great Britain of the 1847 issue. 

I trust that I have not wearied you with these details, but they are of such import-
ance that their iteration was vital. Mark you, Members of the Jury, the plaintiff, a 
very learned Philatelist, states in his letter of the 24th of April, addressed to the 
defendant, "The paper on which these stamps ("Strubelis") were printed, could be none 
other than a machine made paper, using , Dickinson's patents, for it was a physical 
impossibility to produce the same by hand," 

Stephen G,Rich, the well-known writer and authority on 	s, in articles appearing 
in the "American Philatelist" in May,1941, and in January,l9' draws attention to the 
fact that he had examined examples of the Strubelistamps, and had concluded they were 
printed on machine made Dickinson paper. 

It requires no stealth of the imagination, nor verbose utterance from me, to conclu-
de in your minds that, during the lapse of the thirteen years between Dickinson patenting 
his machine, and the completion of the order for five million Struboli stamps, 
Dickinson had ,either sold some of his machines to the Continent, or that such machines 

mere made there under patent rights, Progress may have been slow in those times, but 
not all that slow. 

Visualize then, Members of the Jury, the paper requtrod for 5,000,000 stamps, imagine, 
if you can, that paper being made by the slow, laborious, hand-made process, I contend, 
as does the plaintiff, that no other process than ma.chino.-made would have sufficed, , 
and that to pretend otherwise borders on the ridiculous, Consider deeply the evidence 
before you - the beating of pulp by handy the pressing out of the moisture, the making 
into layers of the pulp, the pressing by rollers .• all by hand, then above all, the 
fiddling with a fine silk thread, laying it on the pulp, getting it straight and 
equidistant, again by handy 

My lord, ladies and gentlemen of the Jury! There can be only one verdict » that 
the paper was Machine-made Dickinson Paper 

(Next month our K,C,will present the case for the defence, and we shall then invite 
Members to send their ovn comments to the editor,) 

SAY 

SWISS =AND POSTAGE RATES TO GO UP - CHARITY SETS As y ECT 
The Swiss Federal Government decided to increase various postage rates, in order to 
step up the revenue from the post office by about 20,000,000 francs ( 2 :' .:'__,lion) .The 
FTT is already contributing a substantial revenue to the Swiss Exchequer '?.cause this 
decision caused a storm in the Swiss parliament, press and public, the ie e -cases will 
not be carried out as speedily as the government expected, and will come .efore parlia-
ment after the general elections, which take place in November. Because of international 
agreements within the framework of the U,P,U., it is probable that only Inland Postage 
rates will be affected (a postcard would go up to 1.5 0, an inland letter to 25 C. etc) 
The increases, expected to come into operation during the second half of 1952, will 
however, affect the Pro Juventute and. National' Fete sets in 1953, because the 10 CO 

value would have to be replaced by a' 15 C4-10 ..C.•.stamp, and the 20 C. by a 25 0+10 C. 
stamp. Likew-ise, the 40.C, value may become a.50.0--10 C o stamp,Next year's charity 
issues may yet escape the increases, 
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REPORT ON THE A é  G. M. 	 (Continued from Page One) 

of thanks to the Treasurer, congratulating him on the sound financial position of the 
Society. The hon.Secretary then presented the Committee's report for the past year and 
said that membership has decreased, but that the core of "old members" and real enthu 
siaats have remained. The Society has lost the "passengers", who joined it,maybe, in a 
flush of fleeting interest for.Swiss stamps. The economic situation compelled quite . a 
number of.members to give up collecting, others were forced to sell their collections. 
The Secretary recalled the untiring work of Mr.M.Neville (former Treasurer),and Mr. P. 
Stratton.(former Organising Secretary .and Secretary,London Group), who haca,with regret, 
retired from active work because of ill health, The Secretary announced the decision of 
the Committee to invite dealers to contribute to the Exchange Packet, and thus safeguard 
amore frequent circulation of packets and better contents. Several Members (including 
Havers; Hale,Shurly,Allitt and Muston) spoke to this subject, and the feeling of the -
meeting was that the now arrangement will 	 improve the Packet situation. 
The Secretary made an urgent appeal for contribution to the packets: if each member 
would send only one booklet, 20 packets could be sent out and regular monthly circula.. 
tion would be quite possible. - He mentioned that the Committee considered 
an increase in subscription fees, because of the 50 - p.c. increase in postage rates for 
printed matter and 100 to 180 p.o. increase in cost of printing,paper and duplicating. 
But owing to donations by several members this could be avoided. To lessen -Ls cost for 
publishing the "News Letter", dealers are being invited to insert advertisemen , 

,Thé Secretary briefly reported oh the activities of the Groups, and stressed -Llt very 
.excellent progress of the N.E.and Leeds Group under the wise czairmans .p of Mr ,, pore. 

'1lready at the beginning of the meeting, the chairman extended a special welcome to the 
two Leeds Group .representatives, Mr.Moore and Mr,Eâ.otwooâ (hon,Treasurer), who took the 
trouble. of specially travelling to London to attend the A.G.M. 

Election of the President, Officers and Committee Members followed and the following 
.nominations were unanimously voted upon: President: Lt.Colonel H.de Watteville, C.B.E., 
Hon.Treasurers.A.J.Harding;. Hon.Secretarys E.H.Spiro; Hon.Organising Secretary: Mrs. 
E.J.Räwnsley; Chairman: R.L.Mayston9 Chairman of the Experts Panel: E.Shurly; Committee: 
Messrs: L0Moore (chairmai,Leads. Group); H.D.G.Gisburn (chairman,Wost Country Group), 
P 0Y1.0 0Stratton (London Group); B.Mo Kenzie (Scottish Group), Tom Morgan, Editor,"Phila. 
telic Magazine"; P.B.Lauder (West Country Group); J.D.Eastwood (hon.treasurer, Leeds 
Group); J.D.Hopwood Sayer (N.W.Group) . There remain three vacancies, a'!.': the Committee
rill.,if necessary, co-opt three members in accordance with Rule 15. 

Mr.Moore then -moved that a message shall be sent to Mr.P.Stratton, oxere:°..:ing the 
appreciation of the A.G.M. for all his good work in the interest of the Society, and 

• Members best wishes for his speedy recovery. This was unanimously ..:.rriod. 
After the business the new President,. Colonel de Watteville, gave a .zest 7i.eresting 

talk on the "Strubeli" (Imperf.Sitting Helvetia issues)'end showed :many pages from his 
.splendid .collection, containing many rarities and varieties. A lively discusai_Ln eriuued 
and members present were able to - enlarge their knowledge from the lucid expl ::ions 

`riven by the President. A hearty vote of thanks to Colonel de Wattevillo was • 
proposed and carried and the meeting closed at a rather late hour. 

DISTRIBUTION OF DUTIES OF THE OFFICERS.  
ZP7ith the election of the new Committee and Officers of the Society the "departemental" 

duties are now as follows, and Members are requested to keep this in ITind when writing: 

.A1.1nancial matters:  (Subscriptions, Deposits for new issues, .pa y:_enrts fc:° orders, 
including catalogues etc.) Hon.Treasurer, A,J.WDING, 31, Somerset .y, Iv ..': . 5  Bucks. 

All queries, incl.Membership matters, Meetings, Displays, Library, Changes 	address, 
Submission of stamps for expertisings Hon.Organising Secretary, Mrs. E.J. Bze s1ey, 
32 9  Ethelbert Gardens, Ilford, Essex. (Mrs.Ravmsley is also in charge of LONDON Group) 
Exchange Packet (incl.en -trios of booklets,•advice forms and payments for takings) and 
all matters relating to the "News Letter"s Hon.Secretary, E.H.Spiro, 111,Bushey Road, 
Raynes Park, London, 5.11020. 
The Hon.Treasurer keeps the register of the New Issue Service; orders can be sent to 
him or to Mr.Spiro. In order to save postage, Members may when writi:.. to one of the 
officers, mention matters normally relating to another officer's duty, which will 
then be passed on. 
MORE  EDITORIAL  MATTER NEXT MONTH. 
The -. i for tenders his apologies for the rather dull contents, of this month's "News 
Lette:-", caused by the inclusion of the A.G,M,report. In the October issue there will 
be more philatelic material included, and also a page of interesting notes and infer. 
mation, which he gathered during his visit to Switzerland. In October the "News Letter" 
will also contain the list of the first "POSTAL AUCTION" of the now season, and members 
are invited to enter lots, stating the reserve amount. The October issue will . 
bring a report about the "LUNABA" Stamp Exhibition 'at Lucerne and in subsequent issues 
a number of interesting articles, including a study on Swiss essays, another on 
citr.,v.; .+, As" and two interesting contribution from Swiss authors will be published. 



Mrs. E.J. RAWASLEY,  
32, Ethelbert Gardens  
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E_INENGI/Sil  
It is not often that pride of place is given in our "News Letter" to advertising a  

new philatelic publication. But I make no apology on this occasion, not even for the  

fact that I am, • "advertising" a publication for which I am responsible e.s the author.  

For I, believe that the 'STAMP CATALOGUE OF SWITZERLAND, the forthcoming publication of  

which ,I .have pleasure to announce, will be of good service to our Members and all  
collectors of Switzerland in the English.-speaking world. 	 . 

For .3°or;4 years I have been nursing the idea, of a Swiss oatalogue in English. :Many 
of you have written to me suggesting that the Helvetia Philatelic Society should under.. 
take this task. But alas, the very high cost of paper;•printing, and above all, of 
• providing :.hundreds of photographs and blocks for the illustrations made it quite impoes» 
ibis for the Society or an individual to embark upon such ambitious and risky venture.  
Yet, the need fora Swiss catalogue in the English language was very great indeed. 
There are,of course, the excellent catalogues of Zumstein's and Mueller's, there are 
annual lists issued by Swiss dealers, such as Lauber, Locher, Kottelat and others, and 
-..last but not least• by two specialist-dealers in Britain, Mr,Thamas D.Green and Messrs, 
natsur Collector Ltd. But the Swiss oatalogues and lists are in German, the two British 
ones are duplicated and lack illustrations, and most of the lists omit stamps which the 
dealers cannot keep constantly in stock,  

I know from experience that many collectors despaired of the intricate descriptions 
in the Swiss German language catalogues, amd in the course of years I have been answering. 
many appeals for translations and explanations. But this was only makeshift remedy.  

Last summer, Mr.Katoher of Amateur Collector Ltd. suggested to me that his firm 
would publish a catalogue, and offered the Editorship to me. we received Messrs.Zumstein'S 
permission to use their numbers and chronological sequence, I compiled the text, more, 
than 350 photos from original stomps were taken, blocks were ordered, and the STAMP 
CATALOGUE OF SWITZERLAND pi the first of its kind in English •. went to press. It will 
be publisYPain November, will be right • up to date, and include even the Pro Juventute set  
to be iceusd' iri December.  

I should like to say here and now that I was able to work on the catalogue quite  
independently. I was never subjected to any pressure by the Publishers as regards the 
price quotations in the catalogue, and I have calculated the prices on my own, taking  

as a basis the "market values" in this country, in Switzerland and in U.S.A. Thus,  

although the , Publishers are a firm of stamp dealérs, the catalogue will give fair and  
correct valuations, arrived at by me to the best of my knowledge. The catalogue does  

not vie with Zumstein's Special Catalogue and Handbook, which has nearly 500 pages, but  

I was able to inolude many varieties, all main paper tifferences, many shades, major  

plate •flaws etc., ~so that it ' should serve well not only the !'medium" collector but also  

the specialist. The price of the catalogue will be reasonable inspite of the high  

printing cost » 2s 06d., It will be of the size of the "small Zumstein",with a stiff  
cover. It can be ordered from the Publishers (see advertisement), Harris Publications  

Ltd. and any stamp dealer.  
I hope that all collectors of Switzerland in. the Engli.sh•-speaking world will find  

it a useful little handbook, and I shall be very glad to have your criticism and your 
suggestions for any improvements, as we hope to issue the. catalogue every year, 

Edward H.Spiro. 
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NATION/AL FESTIVAL STAMPS  
ByHAROLDG.D. GI SBURN  

At the southern end of Lake Lucerne, the twin peaks of the mighty Uri..Bctètoak stand  

guard over as wild, and yet as fair, a scene as any in Europe. Here, under the shadow 
of the mountain,will be found a sweet smelling Alpine meadow sacred above all others to 
the people of Switzerland: the historic field of Rutli, which over six centuries ago  

witnessed the assembly that was to found the Swiss nation, an event that in recent 
times was honoured by one of the most interesting series of stamps. 

"In the name of God, Amen. We the men of Uri, of Schwyz, and of Underwald, conscious 
of the gravity of the times, desirous of aocording ourselves aid and protection, promise 
and swear succour and counsel one to the other with support of all our forces. Unanimous. 
ly we also make Oath not to tolerate foreign justice in our valleys. The engagements 
of this pact shall endure, with God.'s grace, in perpetuity. Made this year of Grace,  

One thousand two hundred and ninety-one, on the first day of the month of August". 
So ran the preamble to the covenant sworn by the men of the three forest cantons on  

August 1,12913 one of the greatest historic deocuments which, in its essential sense of 
democracy and freedom, might well be fitted to the present times. The closing years of 
the 13th century were trublous times for the tiny oommunit*es of Central Europe, left 
derelict after the break•.up of the former Duchy of Zahringen. The power of the Habsbuxtgs  

was becoming steadily greater, encroaching.. on the territories. Within the next century 
the three cantons were joined by others, Solothurn, the free city of Zurich, Berne, Zug, 
and' Lucerne. Soon the Confederation came 'up against the' formidable power of Austria, -- 
not finally checked until the epic Battle of Sempadk in 1386.:From this time onwards,  

with fluétaatioi s of fortune, the Confederate Cantons gradually consolidated their posi-
tion, culminating eventually in what is now modern Switzerland. It is to this heroic 
early period that is ascribed the legend of William Tell. How much trutt there may be in  

	

the'story is doubtful, but it had 	foundation in fact, and like the legend of King  
Arthur, has now become an accepted part of Swiss history. Tell, a burgess of Altdorf, 
after being compelled to shoot the apple from his little son's head, disclosed that his 

 second arrow had been intended for the Austrian bailiff Gessler, and as a punishment was  
condemned to perpetual imprisonment in the Castle of Kussnaoht. On being conveyed there 
by boat on the Lake Lucerne, he managed to escape by leaping ashore at the spot now  

marked by the "Tell's Chapel", and later ambushed and shot Gessler at the crossroad in . 

the "Hollow Way" near Kussrxacht.  
Legend of fact, it was fitting that it should form the theme for the first of the  

Commemorative stamps issued in 1938. These stamps are issued annually as National Fest -
val Day stamps (Bundés' Feier Marken). Usually they are on sale from June 15th to August  
15th, but valid for postage until the end of November. The actual date of the "Bundes  

Feier" is August lst, which is a national holiday in Switzerland. As in the case of the  
Pro Juventute charity issues, a small surtax is made, in aid of various charitable, 
patrf otie or educational funds. 	 ^. 

In another article the Bundesfeier issues from 1938 to 1951 will be described in  

details their historic background outlined and the designers )  engravers, printers, as 
well as the funds which benefited from the surtax mentioned. This may help those collect.  

ors, who like a fuller "writing 'up".  
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Addresses of the Hon.Treasurer, the Hon. 
Secretary and Hon.Organisin Secretary  
are under the  head of the NEWS LETTER.  

TEIN .  ECIAL. CATALDQJJE Ha.NDBQQJ.2g52. The Publication has been postponed until  
December, and all bookings will be duly executed as soon after publication as possible,  

We can supply n o w the "small" Zumetein 1952 at 2s.6d.postfree (cheaper than. in 19500 
OUR EXCHANGE RACKET yi SPEEDING AHEAD  Three packets have gone out in October,' two 

more are ready to go. During the next few weeks the following members will receive at 
least one packet: Mesdames & Messrs: Ellis,Wilson,Crowther,Heaps,Wilkinson Unsworth,  

NAA,Thompson,Fleming, H.Thompson,Morte,Branch y  Walters, Duckitt,,Mayoss,Grahani,Couch, 
Doust, Atkinson, Hookham, Johnson, Dixie,Woodford,Gonville,Rawnsley,Muston,Allitt,Hands, 
Fletcher,Radburn,Short,Bridges,Lady Dunlop, Harding,Alexander,Sir A.Blaokburn,D4 la Mare, 
Lammin,Pearcy,Creswi.ck,Hun.for,Tseli,Berthoud,Butter,St:ntton Shurly,Etheridge,Husdey, 
Gimson,Lauder,Darioe,Dr.Kelf,Morgan, (Lisburn,Easterbrook,Willett,Wickham,Will mott,Needs,  
Sultzberger,Ellison,Chapma.n,Craddock,wilos,Neudeck. Many others are included on the 

-Iovcmbor Postal List.. But,ploase,help to keep it up by entering your booklets tool 
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`< EXCI'TING NEWS FOR SVITZERLAND COLLECTORS! 	•   
TAMP A'.°'"AL G e of 8WITZE R  ^ .N 

<: 
 

Sixty pages, 360 illustrations stiff cover fully tabulatedlisti many varieties y 	 ^ 	 s 	 s 	̂ 	y 	9  
:, will be published in November. Price 2/6 (2/9 postfroe).Limited printing.ORDER NOW from  

: AMATEUR :COLLECTOR Ltdd 27,WESTHJRY ROAD,WOODSTDE PARK, •LONDON, N.12  w ^ M ww  _Mww^w w M w w w w wwww het M Mw f w w M w w w w s 
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From the COMMITTEE 
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Classification of the "Strubeli" silk thread issues of 1854.1862, with all the intri. 
caoies of the Munich and Berne paper and printing differences, has provided great diffi- 
culties not only to the tyro, but - perhaps even more - to the knowledgeable specialist. 
Indeed, it appears to some that as deeper one delves into the mysteries of this issue s 

 as more confused and puzzled one becomes. 
There exist some excellent studies on this subject, such as by Dr.J„Suter,.by Mr.M. 

Furl (incorporated in Zunstein's Great Handbook of 19241,by Mr.Erne.Bottstein and others 
But all these works are in German, and all are now out of print, some extremely rare, 
A study by G.Kuisel  gives a very good survey of these issue$,and I have decided to re. 
print it in a series of instalments. I hope readers will find it instructive, The Editor  

Study of Federal records concerning the manufacture of the Sitting Helvetia silk thread  
issues has given, in brief, the following results: After the Postal Directorate in  
Berne decided to issue postage stamps printed in relief on silk-thread paper, it was 
discovered that nobody in Switzerland could make the paper (which was then made under 
the Dickinson patents, to whioh Mr.R.L.Mayston referred in his article last month). 
Manufacture was consequently entrusted to the Bavarian Paper Mill at Passing near Munich 
which had already been supplying the paper for Bavarian stamps and possessed the necess 
wry machines and experience,. 

The Federal. Mint at Berne was given the order for printing the stamps, But as prepa•. 
ration of the printing machinery required time, it was found necessary to place the 
initial printing order with the Printing Works of JeG,Weiss at Munich. First deliverie 
from Munich arrived in Berne in July 1852, The Swiss authorities were more or less  
satisfied with them`;they only desired a little darker shade for the 5 0e brown, which  
because of its orange-brawn shade, they feared, may be mistaken for the 20 0 stamp which  
was to follow later in a lighter orange colour. After the second delivery in December  
1852, Berne requested that the yellow-green colour of the 40 0. should also be made  

darker. Nunich printed the stamps at first in sheets of 100. But in. October 1852,the  
size of the sheet was reduced to 50, because a smaller sheet could be better embossed  
in the hand press.  

In August 1853, the Munich printing works completed the contract to print 5,000,000  
stamps and at the request of the Swiss Post Office, handed over the plates.  

To render forgery more difficult, silk threads of different colour were chosen in  
1851. At the same time an order for paper, sufficient to print 10,000,000 stamps was  

given to the Passing paper mill. In the spring of 1854, the Berne Mint was ready to 
begin printing. In April of 1855, on the first delivery of the 5 C. on the paper with  
yellow  silk thread, the director of the Mint, Dr0Kuster wrote in his official  

Jreport to the Berne Post Office Directorate: 
" The next delivery will be furnished in part on the „. : paper with the yellow  

thread, but in part on paper with green silk thread. The paper with yellow silk thread 
is defective, the thread is not sufficiently visible..." 

From December 1855, the paper with the "insufficiently visible thread" was replaced 
for the 5 C. stamps by the b 1 a e k silk thread paper (which was used before for the 
1 Fl yable), while the 1 F stamp was, from that time, printed on the yellow thread paper.  

Till the end of 1856, all the paper used for the stamps was exclusively supplied  
from Munich. Only then commenced the first deliveries from the Swiss Paper Works An der  
Sihl near Zurich. Paper from the Sihl works cost much less than the paper imported 
from Munich, and thenceforward it was all obtained from the Sihl mill. But from the 
start, the Sihl mill met with tnantzfacturing difficulties. Delays in delivery were  
frequent. The silk threads in the different colours complicated the work, so much so 
that the Postal Directorate decided to revert to an uniform thread and green silk 
was ohosen.for all values. At the same time the Federal Mint installed new printing 
machinery, which enabled it to print sheets of 50, instead of sheets of only 25 stamp 
which they had been doing after taking over the printing from the Munich firm of J.G. 
Weiss. Such then are the principal phases in the'geneeis of the "Strubeli" issues.. 
In the next instalment, we will investigate the distinctive characteristics of the 
various silk thread papers. 	 p  
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2:  If you have_ enjoyed 
reading the "News Letter" why not send for a  
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GREEJV5'  BULLETIN* 
which contains articles of importance_to the specialist, general articles 

 

new issue notes, market commentary,details of new slogans used, special  
offers of stamps, covers, and literature, from the leading specialists i  

Swiss stamps dealing in this country - - «  
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FROM  OUR  CORRESPONDENTS  

PRO JUVENTUTE 1951 0  We were "first with the news" with the description of this set in  
our September "News Letter", and from the official announcement new received we can  

amplify the details. The lowest value 5+5 C. in honour of the authoress Johanna Spyri  

(1827.1901) will remind older members of her famous book "Heidi", which was translated  
into English and was very popular among juvenile readers at the turn of the century.  
The butterfly designs were already fully described. Each stamp bears on the margin the  
name of the insect in Latin, German, French and Italian,whiCh will please thematio  
collectors, The surtax is in aid of the Pro Juventute fund (90 p.c.) and for the Swiss  
Association for the Prevention of Tuberculosis (10 p.c.) The set will be on sale from  
December 1 to January 15 1952, and valid for postage until March 31,1952.  
PIONEER FLIGHT  LABELS  AND SEMI.-OFFICIAL AIR STAMPS mast now in Switzerland with greatly  

increased demand by collectors, says our Berne correspondent. Reason: the Swiss "Biella"  
stamp albums and other illustrated albums provide now spaces for them, and no collector  
using these albums likes to have gaps. Result: prices have gone up considerably,  
NATIONAL FETE STAMPS TO CHANGE SIZE. We Ijarn on good authority that next year's Natio  

nal.Fete series will appear in a smaller size, namely in that of .  the now obsolete Air. • 
mail stamps, The P.T.T. came to this decision partly in order to save paper .'the price  

of which had gone up in Switzerland as much as in this country, and partly because  

business firms pref4re smaller stamps, and sales would go up accordingly.  

THE INCREASE OF SWISS  INLAND POSTAGE RATES.  will soon be debated in the newly elected  
Federal Parliament. Although there is strong opposition to expect, the increase is a . 

forgone conclusion because of the growing expenditure of the postal services. Takinf,-±o  
consideration the high exchange rate of the Swiss franc, Switzerland has already one _ ^ 

the highest postal tariffs in the, world: an ordinary inland letter costs 4d (foreign  

letter 8d), an inland postcard 2d, (foreign postcard 5d) registration fee 4d and 8d.  

It will take many months until the new rates will operate, but then at least some of the  
present current stamps may become obsolete. 
RADIO PUBLICITY ON POSTMARK SLOGANS.  Three new slogan postmarks will be in Use during 

a  November at several post offices,incl, Zurich 1,Neuchatel and Lugano. The German text 
is "Wordet Rundspruchhorer" (Become Radio listeners!), the French "La radio dens cheque 
foyer" (A radio in every drawing room;) and the Italian "Radio in ogni casa" (A radio in 
every home), Other slogans are "Schweizer Winterhilfe" (Swiss Winter Relief Fund), same 
in French "Secours suisse d'hizver" and Italian "Soecorso svizzero d"inverno". 
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TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 6wth  

at 6.30,p.m. at The Swan,Cosmo Plaoe,W,O,1 
(turning off' Southampton Row, Holborn) 
Display, Discussion and Auction  

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 10—th  
at 2•15 p.m. at Social Services Building  
Church Row,-'Kirkgate, Leeds,  
Display "Tallboy ca Tell" by Mr,GOSLING  

w 	
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FIFTY YEARS A STAMP DEALER IN  SWITZERLAND. Mr,Edouard .Locher, the distinguished Swiss  

dealer and expert, sent us a delightful article with reminiscences of^éxperience as a 
philatelist since 1901, He tells how he used to sell " a mixture of 100 Rayens for 30 £." 

 or 50 G. apiece: We shall publish his enthralling memoirs.s in two instalments in the 
"News Letter" early next year, 
GREEN'S BULLETIN IS TOP AGAIN. Tie mthly "Bulletin", a houseorgan of the well—known  

Switzerland specialist—dealer, Mr,Thomas 
every Switzerland collector. The October 
thè "U ,P,U,COMMEMORATIVE ISSUE of 1924",  
ing notes , special offers, and,last but 
Helvetia Philatelic Society. All members 
per ' annum) and Mr,Green will gladly send 
St.Ford, Elie, Fife, Scotland,  

D,Green Leo quiçkiy become a "must" to every  
issue contains an. interesting artiole on thé  
New Issue and Literature Chronicle,many interest  
not least, a very friendly appreciation of the  
are advised to subscribe (it costs only 2/6  

a specimen copy. His.. address is: TDDD•Green n 
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POSTAL AUCTION N°_ 9 
 

All lots can been sent for viewing,against  
refund of postage and insurance (8d per lot ) 

Lots not inspected by bidder are sold as  

"against satisfaction on delivery" and can  

be returned (against postage refund), All  
bids must be at or above the "minm" .  

Orbs Post 2iRp. without  frame 
UNUSED with B4P,A.oer't ficate  
good margins, cat.650 f,  
Rayon 111:,15 R,p•SMALL figures 
fine u, three wide margins 
one olo^er, pat,170 f,  
NABA Miniature Sheet 1934  
mint, '-rare  
PRO ?ATRIA Sheet 1936010int  
1941 Berne Anniversary, compj,  
e t of,25 mint, one stamp 
w.if varlet "Spider on hammer  

tR LOTS FOR THE POSTAL. AUCTIONS'  

797.0  

4,4.0  
12/.  
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AT I 0 Mind ST I-. L STA P S 
By HAROLD G.D. G I S B U R N 	(pontinued) 

The 1938 issue brings a view of Tell's Chapel on the Lake of Lucerne (Vi.erwaldelatter 
See) with the giant massif of the Urirotstock in the b aokground. Designed by Henri Thoni 
and printed by Courvoisier of La Chaux de Fonds it is a fine stamp in a striking colour 

oombination of violet and yellow. The issue consisted of 2,480,450 stamps on smooth 
chalky paper, and only 160,000 stamps on grilled papers The latter stamp has beoome now 
quite elusive, The surtax was in aid of neaessituous Swiss oitizens residing abroad„ 
The 1939 National Festta1 stamp was dedioated to the 6Q0th anniversary of the Battle 

of Laupen. Designed by Paul Boesch and also printed by Courvoisier, it depiots the 
ancient castle of Laupen on its rocky hill, which provided a natural fortification. 
The surtax derived from a sale of 2,903,929 oopies, was devoted to a fund for helping 
poor mothers, 
In 1940 a set of four stamps was issued (to which a fifth value resulting from the 

re-engraving of the 20 Co stamp was added). This set was issued, as an exception, on 
March 20th, The designs show famous Swiss monuments, erreoted in memory of the great 
battles in the struggle for independence. The 5 Co designed by Carl Liner of Appenzell 
depicts the Sempach Monument, the 10 C. designed by Bernard Reber that of Giornico, 
the 20 C o , also by Reber the Calven Monument, and the 30 Co designed by Charles 
L'Epplatenier the "Los R angiers" Monument. The last named, the work of one of the most 
famous Swiss sculptors of present time, who also designed the stamp, is situated in the 
Jura mountains, and symbolises the vi.gilauoe of the Swiss frontier..guards during they : ,, _ 
1914 18 war. In addition to the set,,. a souvenir miniature sheet of these stamps was 
issued on July* 1,1940 at e. price of 5' francs, of which 65 C. was valid for the postal 
charges, and the remainder went to the Red Cross Fund, as did the surtax of the stamps. 
The stamps and the sheet were printed by Courvoisier and the numbers issued were as 
followss 5 0 6 . 1,736,791; 10 C. 2,962,952; 20 Co First printing.in light colours 300,000 
Second printing in dark colours 1,750,000; 30 Co 1,178,840. Of the re-engraved 20 Co 
value, which has a different base of the monument, in fact the oorreot one, correspond 
ding with the monument from which the design was taken, 800,000 stamps were issued. 

The 1941 stamps, a 10 0 and a 20 C. value, were in commemoration of the 650th anniver-
sary of the Covenant. The lower value was designed by Paul Boesch, and depicts a relief 
map of the Lake of Lucerne with the Federal shield and the coats of arms of the three 
original cantons participating in the Covenant, namely Uri, Sohwyz and Unterwald. The 
20 O w, stamp takes its design from a famous :painting by .L'Epplatenier. It is a view of 
the Chemin'Oreux or "Hohie Gasse" near Kuessnacht, the traditional spot where William 
Tell met and slew the Emperor's bailiff Gessler. Note the particular significance of 
the name Kuessnacht, i.e. Kiss the Night, no doubt as good a description of death by an 
arrow as any other, In view of the special significance attaching to the anniversary, 
the greater part of the proceeds from the surtax was handed over to the National Histo.. 
rioal Society. Part of the remainder was credited to the National Festival Committee! 
and a portion to the fund of supplying each Swiss school child with an illustrated 
souvenir- book describing the chief events of the Swiss national story. Of the lower 
value 2, .377,492 stamps, and of the higher 2,082,337 stamps' were issued. Both were print-
ed by Courvoisier, 

In 1942 there .were again two stamps, the 10 Co value commemorating the millenary of 
the foundation of Geneva, and depicting a medieval view of the city, designed by Albert 
Yersin from an old engraving. The '20'C. value, designed by Oscar Ruegg brings the 
striking picture, of the Soldiers Monument at Forth near Zurich, which has the form of 'a 
giant flame and was erreoted in memory of ":. Swiss soldiers who lost their lives on 
active frontier service. The surtax was in aid of the Swiss Samaritan Society, and the 
revenue was largely used for the refugees, who found a haven in Switzerland from. the 
belligerent countries. Printed by Courvoisier ',' 2,535,910 copies of the lower and 
2,121,847 copies of the higher value were issued, A miniature sheet, incorporating the 
two. stamps was also issued and sold at 2 fie,, with a postal rate validity of 30 Conti.. 
mos. 	. 

From 1943 onwards the National' Festival sets bore -with a few exceptions- designs in 
thei.nterest of tourist' propaganda, until these designs were replaceth by the Sports and 
Games series of recent time,which have also a strong appal. to tourists. We shall des 
cribe these issuos•in another article, 

bingvi&Wa&&&&&&&&&&&&& • &&&&&&&&&&&&844&&&&&&&&&blea&&&&&&&&&&&&4&eceddcedcald  
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR'S 

STAMP CATALOGUE OF SWI T ZERLAND 
Sixty pages, 360 illustrations,stiff cover, listing many varieties 
Prices in £ Sterling, Limited printing. ORDER. NOW at 28.9d.past free 
from THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD. 27 Westbury Road 

Woodside Park, LONDON N.12 
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F T":HUES  __A 	(Continued)  
The distinctive characteristics of the two main silk thread papers . the 'Munich"  

paper, manufactured by Bavarian Paper Mill Passing near Munich, and the"Zurieb" paper,  

manufactured by the Swiss Paper Works An der Sihl, Zurich, are beat compared by con  

trastic their reactions under examination under the Quartz lamp, the microscope and the  

weight balance. Here are the results of such an examination:  

(A^ M unic h.__raper 	
,(TB,^ Zuri ch ia_per  

Under the Quartz lames,  yellowish, lighter 	!Under  the Quartz lamp,  g r e y i s h,  
or darker according to the various dolive- 1 darker or lighter, according to delivery, 

 

rise, but always  y e 1 lowish,  ! `but definitely not yellowish.  
Under the microscope, the paper reveals a 	1 Under the microscope, the pulp is shown  
Composition of silk and linnen rags.Fibres Ito be composed of short fibres, and it is 

 

are long, and there is very little addition- heavily loaded with additional materials, 
 

a1 loading substance.  
The weight  of the stamps varies almost 100 # The  weights  vary to the extent of about  
per cent. Thus it has been detected that the 130 per cent. For example, the 5 Centimes  

weight of the 40 C. pale yellow green varies 1 dark brown varies from 42 to 54 milli  

between 25 and 45 mil/igrammos, 	 grammes.  
Hand-made:  These properties indicate that it ' Machine«mado:  This is without question  
is of the nature of a paper made by hand, 	a machinewmade paper, although it cannot  
watthout the aid of machinery.Paper trade 	be established by documentary evidence,  

arts confirmed this supposition. 	 as the records of the Sihl mills no long•.  
er exist.  

The silk threads in the Zurich paper react as follows under the Quartz lamp: 
The green  thread appears clear, like phosphorrescent figures of a luminous watch  

dial. The r e d thread appears dark red; and the b 1 u e thread appears so pale as  
to be nearly invisible. For those lucky collectors who have the opposrtunity of using  

a Quartz lamp the following observations can be noted: The stamps should not have been  

cleaned nor subjected to damp or any chemical product. Soap leaves in the paper a  

residue which modifies the fluoresoenoe under the lamp. Paper affected by humidity will  

appear yellow and blotched with yeJlow,_ which may be very misleading in the cease of the  
greyish Zurich paper.  
The problem of Pelure paper. It should be noted that the "pelure" paper ("Baden.. 

papier"), mentioned in certain catalogues and handbooks must be considered as Munich 
paper. In the classification which follows we do not consider stamps of this kind as a 
special issue, but only as a paper variety. (Editor's note: Zumstein has at various 
times listed the very thin paper as a special issues for instance in the Special Cata.. 
loguo of 1949 under Nre. 23E and 27E, But in other editions it was abandoned, and it is 
questionable whether the two stamps, 10 Rp, greenish-blue with red silk thread, and 1 F.  

ây»violet with yellow t1 ad, are in fact separate issues or only paper varieties of Mrs. 
2%0 and 27D) 
One great and common fallacy is to believe that either the Munich or the Zurich paper 

is "wooly" or soft. On the contrary, both  papers are quite stiff, Copies which appear to 
be "wooly" to the touch have been soaked in hot water, or cleaned with soap or other 
cleansing media. Once you clean your "Strubelis" in such a thorough manner, the original  

foundation of the pulp L.r is destroyed, the fibres are loosened from the pulp, the  
paper is losing its weight, and it becomes extremely difficult to ascertain the origin 
of a single copy in question, 

The next instalment will deal with the different printings and describe the main 
characteristics of the Munich and the Berne printings. 
00000000o0o000,.,O,000.0o0000.,O0o00,OO.o00o00O0o00 0 0000....0.00 000 O.00 00 . 000 0 00000 00.0  

FIFTY YEARS A SWISS  STsalP DEALER 	(Continued from. Page One)  
.̀Among popular offers were reconstructed sheets of the 40 types of the Rayon issues,  

and many are offered in my early pricelists. A table of 40 Rayons light-blue cost then 
150.-f., of Rayon II, 30.»f, and of the 15 Rp,Rayon III even only 16..- f. for the loti  
Of course, dealers did pick up bargains too. I remember one I bought myself from an 

impoverished Hungarian baron. It was a magnificent and famous collection of the early 
issues of Naples, housed in several volutes. I paid for it 15,000 Swiss francs, taking 
quite a risk as this was a great lot of money in those days. I sold it at a modest pro-
fit. Today the value of such a collection would be at least half a million Swiss francs,  

and collection of this kind hardly exist anymore. I also acquired the famous collection  

of Count Mini of Milan, which contained an enormous accumulation of Italian States and  

many other European classics, in finest condition, including many blocks,strips and an  

array of rare postmarks. I remember my business visits to the South of France, where  

collectors used to exchange stamps"colour against colour", a thing impossible to  

imagine in present days. Sometimes a rare stamp was given for a common one, because the  

collector just fancied the colour... (A further instalment of Mr.Loohers memoirs will  

be published in next month's News Letter).  
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IF YOU HAVE ENJOYED READING THE "NEWS LETTER" WHY NOT SEND FOR A  

H  FREE SA IPLE COPY  

which contains articles of importance to the specialist, general articles, now 
 issue notes, market commentary,details of new slogans used, special offers of. 

eo stamps,.covers etc. from, the LEADING SPECIALISTS IN STAMP DEALING IN THIS COUNTRY  
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NEW_ SSUE S' ^{•VICE g  The Pro Juventute set, issued on December lst in Berne,should 
reach us about a week later and will be distributed to all Service subscribers  

as speedily as possible. Used sets cannot be supplied at present,but a few Hirst Day c  
will be available. Those members who ordered the LUNABA sheets will receive them to  
gether with the Pro Juventute set, which will save them extra postage.  
EXCHANGE  PACKET  BRANCH.  We were able to put into circulation two more packets,so that  

five packets will be making the rounds during December. One of the new packets starts  
in N. 0England and then goes to Yorkshire and the Midlands, the other starts in Soot-,  
land and will continue right to the South coast on its travels. Please, help us to -
keep up the improved circulation by entering a few booklets. Dontt think your material  
is "no good" a, Everything is of interest to someone and among Members are collectors  
who look not only for rarities, but also for common stamps, postmarks,slogans,colour..  
shades, covers, stationery, flown letters etc.  Surely, YOU will have something  to enter,  

ZUMSTEIN_ SPECIALISED   CATALOGUE 8c _ _F 1DBOOK 1952  , : The publication has been slightly 
delayed and the publishers now say that it will appear during December. We ordered a  

fair amount, can still accept bookings (Price will be about 16/-) but printing, is  
limited and latecomers will be disappointed. Next edition will be in 1955...  

OUR "NEWS LETTER" will appear from January 1952 in a slightly different lay-out,the  

text being arranged in two oolumrs on each page. This should make it possible to inclu-
de more varied reading matter, shorter articles and more "titerbits" and reports from  
our Swiss friends. Mr,Locherts delightful memoirs will be continued and we have pre«  

pared some very interesting and instructive articles for inclusion in  

be eapegEuR  COLLECTOR' S STAMP  CATALOGUE OF St11ITZERLAND" has been just published.  
It can be ordered also from the Hon.Seoretary at the publication price of 2s09d. post  
free, and the Helvetia`P,S. will receive a discount on this price. A review (not by  
the Editor) will appear in our January issue, The Amateur Collector Ltd. house#organ— 
"The Swiss Philatelist" has also appeared. It brings an interesting article on Swisa._  
postmarks, a report about the "Lunaba", a note with good illustrations on the Dies  
of tho 20 C. Landscape and Industry and offers of bargains. Specimen copy is free.  

GREmp BULLE`;N  No  ll for November  51 reached us together with a 24 pages strong  
Price List of 1952. The "Bulletin", as usual, brings a wealth of interesting articles,  
including an interesting "Letter from Switzerland" by G.Muoller,an article on "Lore  
and History on Swiss Stamps", initteratifeeenotes and the friendly editorial chat by  
Mr.Thomas Green, as well as a page of special offers. It is worth every penny of 	fl  
half...crown Mr.Groon asks as a nominal subscription for a whole year. Mr.Greenle  
price list is the result of arduous compilation and lists all issues from the 

"Canto• 
nals right to this year's Pro Juvontuto. Mr 0 Green`will gladly send a spec,4.,'

.  

of the "Bulletin" to any Switzerland collectors, who does not know it y 	
amen copy  

THE FIRST DIE  OF THE 20  C INDUSTRY AND LANDSCAPE. When it was diwcCve dd a few  
months ago that this stamp had two printings and two different dies, the price for the  
"first printing" stamp asked in Switzerland was very high, around 40 fre oBut with 
more copies found in dealers stocks, it has quickly climbed down. The Edit or wants to 
say 	the price of a mentioned in the new Catalogue . is too high 10/- woul^ be .,... ,,,...,.................,, ..,:..,.,.._... 	 More aorr . 	.  

s i  
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t .A,RE DUE ON JANUARY 1.4tg1952  
dTR I T U A R Yj 	 will members,please,remit to me  

as soon as possible. For Members  
The Committee.announcewith "deepest regret the 	with Deposit Accounts, the sub•  
death of three Members, who have passed away 	aoriptions will be automatically  
during the last few weeks. 	 deducted.  
Mr.Wilfred .  FENTON of Eocleshill,Bradford,joined 	A.. J. Harding,  
the "Helvetia" in 1947, and was for five years 	Honorary Treasurer,  
an enthusiastic and loyal Member taking a lively 	31,Somerset Way, Iver,  
part in all our activities. Our deepest sympathy 	 Bucks.  
goes to his widow,Mrs.Laura Fenton and her daugh«£p hi£ ter. Mr.F.G.BERTHOUD,of Folpham,Sussex, died in 	 ,  
November, soon after entering a nursing home,where he sought treatment for a serious  
illness. He too was one of our "old guard", having Joined the Society more than - five  
years ago. Dr0Kenry DoKelf,of Parkstone, Dorset, who Joined our Society only last  
year, died suddenly on November 18. They will not be forgotten.  
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